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Summary 

Eukaryotic genomes typically consist of a substantial proportion of 

repetitive DNA in the form of transposable elements (TEs) and satellite DNA. 

From studies of mammals, model species, and a few other well studied 

lineages it is clear that repetitive elements play roles in many important 

cellular processes and shape evolution of genomes and organisms. However, 

little is still known about the role of repetitive DNA in biology and genome 

evolution for most eukaryotic species. Here we use a suite of omics data and 

genomics analyses to ask the question: What is the role of repeat DNA in 

genome regulation and structural variation in the Atlantic salmon genome? 

 

In papers 1 and 2 we studied the link between evolution of gene regulation 

and transposable elements in the context of the salmonid whole genome 

duplication. We found that gene duplicate copies that had evolved lower 

gene expression across most tissues had increased TE insertion rates in the 

promoters. In addition, we found that duplicate copies evolving liver specific 

increase in gene expression, had gained transcription factor binding sites 

(TFBS) for liver-specific transcription factors in the promoters, and some of 

these were found inside TEs. In depth analyses of cis-regulatory elements 

(CREs) in Paper 2 showed that 15-20% of CRE are within TEs (TE-CREs) and 

that there were fewer TE-CREs active in brain tissue compared to liver. 

Interestingly, a small heterogeneous group of TE subfamilies (11%) had 

contributed ~45% of all TE-CREs, but the ‘superspreader’ activity did not 

seem to peak in the time shortly following the WGD. CREs donated by 

‘superspreaders’ were enriched for many different TFBSs, however, highly 

brain specific TFBSs were extremely rare in TEs, indicating that strong 

purifying selection shape TE-CRE evolution. 

In Paper 3 we studied the role of repeat-DNA in the evolution of structural 

genomic variation (SVs) (>50bp). Leveraging seven new long read genome 



assemblies we find a large number of so far unknown structural variants, 

and conclude that satellite DNA is highly associated with indel variants. TEs, 

on the other hand, had contributed comparatively much less to the SV 

landscape. We conclude that the enormous number of novel SV found in our 

study is mostly due to satellite expansion and -contraction processes.  

This thesis provides an advance in our understanding of the role of 

repetitive DNA in the evolution of salmonid genomes, and paves the way for 

future studies into the functional importance of this vast sea of 

repetitiveness.  
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Samandrag 

Ekaryote genom består vanlegvis av ein vesentleg andel gjentakande DNA i 

form av transposable element (TE-ar) og satelitt-DNA. Frå studiar i pattedyr, 

modelartar og nokre andre velstuderte organismar er det klart at 

gjentakande element speler rollar i mange viktige cellulære prosessar og 

formar evolusjon av genom og organismar. Mykje er imidlertid ukjend om 

rolla til gjentakande DNA i  biologi og genomevolusjon i dei fleste eukaryote 

artar. Her nyttar vi ein rekke omikk-data og genomiske analysar for å stille 

spørsmålet: Kva er rolla til gjentakande DNA i genomregulering og 

strukturell variasjon i genomet til atlantisk laks? 

 

I artikkel 1 og 2 studerte vi koplinga mellom evolusjon av genregulering og 

transposable element i lys av den salmonide heilgenomdupliseringa. Vi fann 

at dupliserte gener som hadde redusert uttrykk over dei fleste vev hadde 

større andeler TE i promoteren. I tillegg fann vi at dupliserte gener som 

evolverte leverspesfikk auke i genuttrykk hadde fått 

transkripsjonsfaktorbindingsseter (TFBS) for lever-spesifikke 

transkripsjonsfaktorar, og at somme av desse var inne i TE-ar. Djupare 

analysar av cis-regulatoriske element (CRE-ar) i Artikkel 2 synte at 15-20% 

av CRE-ar er inne i TE-ar (TE-CRE-ar) og at det var færre TE-CRE-ar aktive i 

hjernevev enn i lever. Interessant nok bidro ei lita, heterogren gruppe (11%) 

med TE-ar med ca 45% av alle TE-CRE-ar, men denne 

“superspreiaraktiviteten” så ikkje ut til å nå høgda umiddelbart etter 

heilgenomdupliseringa. CRE-ar gitt av “superspreiarar” var anrika for mange 

forskjellige TFBS-ar, men svært hjernespesifikke TFBS-ar var svært sjeldne i 

TE-ar, som antyder at sterk seleksjon har forma TE-CRE-evolusjon. 

 



I artikkel 3 studerte vi rolla til gjentakande DNA med tanke på strukturell 

genomisk variasjon (SV-ar) (>50bp). Vi utnytta sju genomsamansetjingar 

basert på «long-read-sekvensering» for å finne eit stort tal hittil ukjende 

strukturelle variantar, og sluttar at satelittDNA er svært nært kopla til indel-

variantar. TE-ar hadde på den andre sida bidrege mykje mindre til SV-

landskapet. Vi sluttar at den enorme auka i SV-ar vi fann i vår studie stort 

sett følgjer av satelittutviding og -innsnevring. 

 

Denne avhandlinga gir eit framsteg i får kjennskap til gjentakande DNA si 

rolle i evolusjonen til salmonide genom, og reiar grunnen for vidare studier 

på den funksjonelle betydninga til dette gjentakande havet. 
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1.1 Introducing the study system 

1.1.1 Our Hero 

Once upon a time, some 100 million years ago (Grimholt, 2018), there was a 

fish. The fish was a bony fish - a teleost - and likely lived in a period of 

evolutionary turmoil (Carretero-Paulet and Van de Peer, 2020), and one or a 

few eggs carried with them a spectacular mutation: A whole-genome 

duplication. The descendants of these first mutants survived, adapted 

successfully to new environments, climates, and habitats, and eventually 

became dozens of new species (Macqueen et al., 2017). These descendants 

of our fishy protagonist, the clade of salmonids (Fig. 1a), are the main 

characters of this PhD-story. 

 

1.1.2 Genomic Redundancy 

The history of the ancestral genome duplication in the salmonids is 

fascinating on its own terms. This sudden burst of genomic redundancy 

involves a doubling not only of gene numbers and regulatory elements, but 

also provides a tremendous amount of added raw material, non-coding RNA 

and assorted genetic debris. This creates an evolutionary playground which 

has probably had consequences for genome and trait evolution. And most 

certainly it has sparked speculations and hypotheses (Campbell et al., 2019; 

Gillard, 2019; Grimholt, 2018) about the genomic basis of the wide array of 

salmonid lifestyles and adaptations. For example the curious adaptation to 

an anadromous lifestyle (Alexandrou et al., 2013); that is, some salmonids 

live in both fresh and salt water at different points in their life cycles.  

 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13175636&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=9514832&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6239415&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13175671,6893656,13175636&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13175671,6893656,13175636&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=2783802&pre=&suf=&sa=0


 

Fig. 1. The Atlantic Salmon genome A) A phylogeny showing representatives from the five 

major salmonid clades and some selected teleost outgroups. Yellow and red circles 

indicate the teleost-specific and salmonid-specific whole-genome duplications (Ts3R and 

Ss4R, respectively). B) The archetypical duplicated structure of a salmonid genome. Circos 

plot of the Atlantic salmon genome showing duplicated regions (bands) linking together 

duplicated chromosome regions originating from the salmonid whole genome duplication 

event. Figure adapted from (Lien et al., 2016) under CC B.Y. 4.0 licence. 

 

However, the doubled genome is not the only source of genomic redundancy 

in salmonid genomes, nor the only thing that makes them interesting to both 

geneticists and evolutionary biologists. These genomes also hold huge 

amounts of repetitive DNA, most originating from genomic parasites called 

transposable elements (TEs) starting to multiply at the time of the genome 

duplication. They also contain a substantial amount of satellite DNA 

(satDNA), short DNA sequences repeated various number of times next to 

each other. In fact, salmonid genomes are proper outliers with respect to the 

amount of redundant (duplicated) genetic material they contain compared 

to most other vertebrates (Biscotti et al., 2015; Sotero-Caio et al., 2017). The 

consequences of this level of redundancy are many, and distinguishing 

between them will be a major part of this treatise and in working with this 

sort of issue in general, but for now it should suffice to say that the 

categories of repetitive DNA, more general gene duplications and whole-sale 

whole-genome duplications all fall under this rough rubric. 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1436568&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1898601,4049646&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
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Why should we care about all these elements existing in several copies, 

either duplicated genes, or other DNA sequences with hundreds or 

thousands of genomic copies? Because accumulation and retention of these 

redundant genomic features can, as we will see in the following chapters, 

have a large impact on the evolution of genome function and thereby the 

organism’s biology. (Andalis et al., 2004; Ohno et al., 1968)  

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=3332586,4341888&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0


1.2 Repetitive DNA 

DNA, in essence being a recipe for life written in a four-letter alphabet, by 

necessity has a lot of repetition going on. Much of this is simply random, but 

purely non-functional entities do not tend to survive long in evolution. Thus, 

large arrays of repetition are not naïvely expected. However, practically all 

known genomes contain repetitive DNA - even in notoriously compact viral 

genomes, TEs have been detected (Loiseau et al., 2021). In some plants, the 

proportion of repetitive DNA is extreme  - famously, maize has around 85% 

(Stitzer et al., 2021). Though that is exceptional, many other plants also have 

highly repetitive genomes often in the order of 80% TE-derived/repeat DNA 

(Garbus et al., 2015; Wicker et al., 2017). In the vertebrate group, where our 

main characters of this thesis belong, it is common that around half the 

genome is repetitive DNA (Sotero-Caio et al., 2017). While the proportion of 

repetitive DNA in the genomes of the Atlantic salmon and its fellow salmonid 

comrades, however, is around 60%.  

 

As I have briefly mentioned already, repetitive DNA comes in two main 

flavours: Interspersed repeats, also known as Transposable Elements (TEs), 

and tandem repeats, in this treatise sometimes used interchangeably with 

“satellite DNA”. Repetitive DNA is a major driver of evolution, and, due to 

reasons which will be touched upon in this chapter, an underexplored one. 

In the following chapters, I will briefly review the classification and diversity 

of different genomic repeat elements, their origin, and the current state-of-

knowledge when it comes to the repeat landscapes of salmonid genomes. 

 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13215278&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=11878772&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=4204093,9970282&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=4049646&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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1.2.1 Transposable Elements 

Transposable elements are bits of DNA which are capable of reproducing – 

transposing – themselves throughout the genome (Wicker et al., 2007). TEs 

come in a tremendous variety of shapes and sizes, from low double digits of 

nucleotides to tens or even hundreds of thousands-of-nucleotide long mega-

elements (Arkhipova and Yushenova, 2019). Some TEs maintain their own 

genes to facilitate this transposition autonomously, whereas others 

“hitchhike” off those which do (Naville et al., 2019). While TEs are not 

random in their insertion pattern – in particular, they need to insert into 

open chromatin – they are found all over the genome and show no strong 

preferences for particular genomic regions (recombination hotspots, certain 

telomere arms etc) (Quesneville, 2020; Wells and Feschotte, 2020). 

However, when breaking TEs into smaller sub-groups based on sequence 

homology and study accumulation of TEs over long term (millions of years), 

it is clear that some types of TEs are not equally likely to end up in all types 

of genomic regions (e.g. (Buckley et al., 2017), reviewed in (Bourque et al., 

2018)). 

 

TEs come in two main variants, according to their mechanism of 

transposition: Cut-and-paste and copy-paste (Wicker et al., 2007) (Fig 2). 

Cut-and-paste transposons (Fig 2a) are excised from the genome and 

reproduced using a DNA intermediate. Thus, these are sometimes called 

“DNA” transposons. The most common type of cut-and-paste transposon is 

the terminal inverted repeat (TIR), which forms a kind of circular structure 

along the "sticky” TIRs once excised, is reproduced by the ordinary 

apparatus of cell division, and then reintegrated by docking at certain target 

motifs. Thus, they “jump” around the genome, leaving behind them target 

site duplications.  

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=44535&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6559209&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6666440&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10401558,9780389&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=4166842&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6048174&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6048174&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=44535&pre=&suf=&sa=0


Copy-paste transposons are not excised (Fig 2b): they are transcribed as 

though they were ordinary genes, and an RNA intermediate is generated 

before DNA is once more produced and the transposon reintegrated into the 

host genome. Consequently, they have more of a size limit due to the relative 

instability of RNA and are more heterogeneous in terms of gene content 

(Arkhipova and Yushenova, 2019; Gluck-Thaler et al., 2021) (Gluck-Thaler et 

al., 2021), though there are also giant copy-paste transposons (Arkhipova 

and Yushenova, 2019). Whereas most superfamilies of autonomous TIR 

transposons make do with a single transposase gene of its own, RNA 

transposons often need several genes encoding for the full repertoire of 

proteins needed for the transposition, including among other things reverse 

transcriptases and endonucleases. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The two main classes of transposable elements. A) a TIR’s cut-and-paste 

transposition process, by which the entire element is excised from the genome leaving a 

double-strand break which must be repaired before reproducing and reintegrating. B) 

a retrotransposon’s copy-paste mechanism, by which a single-stranded RNA 

intermediary is transcribed and the “donor” element left intact in its original context. 

There are also other, more exotic mechanisms such as the rolling-pin structures of 

helitrons, but for the purposes of this treatise, the relevant distinction is cut-and-paste 

and copy-paste replication. 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6559209,12156382&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12156382&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12156382&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6559209&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6559209&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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1.2.2 Satellites  

Another important kind of repetitive element is satellite DNA (Garrido-

Ramos, 2017) (satDNA). SatDNA is made up of repeated DNA “words” (Fig 

3), placed in tandem, i.e. directly adjacent to each other. SatDNA are the 

most difficult and enigmatic parts of the genome, making up much of what 

used to be considered “junk” (i.e. non-coding and thus wrongly assumed to 

be biologically irrelevant) DNA. 

 

Fig. 3. A simple illustration of a short satDNA array. In this case, the repeating 

“word”/monomer is the simple “TA” motif, which is surrounded by less-repeated DNA 

sequence. SatDNA arrays can have much longer monomers and will often span many 

thousands of bps in total. 

 

1.2.3 The origins of repetitive DNA 

If repetitive DNA makes up such a large proportion of the genome, and its 

evolution is so intertwined with that of genes, regulatory mechanisms and 

chromatin structure, its genesis becomes a matter of great interest and 

importance. Intriguingly, the origins of repetitive DNA are both multifarious 

and occasionally somewhat unclear, but we know some things and can 

speculate as to others. 

 

Transposable elements have origins which appear dependent on their 

subtype and class; irritatingly, the class is a functional category and does not 

necessarily denote any actual phylogenetic relation (Amselem et al., 2019; 

Kapitonov and Jurka, 2008; Wells and Feschotte, 2020; Wicker et al., 2007); 

two given DNA/TIR superfamilies may be genuinely unrelated to each other, 

for instance (McDonald, 1993), though attempts can be made to connect 

them through their signature elements (in the case of DNA/TIR transposons, 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6098958&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6098958&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=44535,6375807,43702,9780389&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=44535,6375807,43702,9780389&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=3284813&pre=&suf=&sa=0


the mode of action of their transposases) (Wells and Feschotte, 2020). 

Attempts to prove broader common ancestry quickly become very tenuous, 

however - consider figure 2 in the previous citation. To my knowledge, little 

recent work has been done in attempting to elucidate the precise origins of 

TE families, possibly for this very reason; findings are not obviously 

transferable, and our present system for studying them is focussed on 

function and then structure, rather than phylogenetic traits. 

Some things may be said with reasonable confidence, however:  

1: Transposable elements engage in a certain measure of horizontal transfer 

(Zhang et al., 2020), though the mechanisms vary greatly. 

2: Many DNA transposons are likely evolved from genes (McDonald, 1993; 

Wells and Feschotte, 2020) with which they previously interacted 

3: Some, but not all eukaryotic transposons have homologues active in 

prokaryotes, i.e. they have either committed a relatively recent horizontal 

transfer or they predate the eukaryote/prokaryote split (Gilbert and 

Cordaux, 2013) (Loiseau et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020). 

4: Despite a quite bewildering diversity of TE sequences and families, the 

fundamental modes of action of known eukaryotic TEs are relatively well-

defined (Wells and Feschotte, 2020) and seem to be related with other RNA- 

or DNA-binding motifs. 

 

The origin of satellite DNA seems, if not simpler then at least more unitary. 

Generally, satDNA appears to expand from “accidents” in DNA replication, 

where the polymerase machinery for some reason “slips” (Richard et al., 

2008) - this can be from hairpin formations or other basic enzymokinetic 

mishaps - and replicates the same bit of DNA several times before moving 

on. This implies that there are certain sequences which are more susceptible 

to such accidents, and where it is less subject to purifying selection under 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=9780389&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=8457048&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=3284813,9780389&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=3284813,9780389&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=3663479&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=3663479&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13215278,8457048&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=9780389&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=44218&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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certain circumstances. This can be seen as a motivation for the so-called 

library hypothesis, to which we will return later.  

 

1.2.4 The salmonid repeat landscape 

Salmonid species, following their whole genome duplication, experienced a 

significant expansion in repeat content (Berthelot et al., 2014; Christensen et 

al., 2018; Lien et al., 2016) with transposable elements usually making up 

north of 40% of the total assembled DNA. One peculiarity of teleosts in 

general is their relatively high abundance of DNA transposons; in many 

teleosts, hAT transposons predominate but in salmonids the tc1-Mariner 

superfamily is the largest (Brynhildsen, 2016). One recent paper on this, 

examining structural variation and transposable elements in whitefish, finds 

60% of the genome made up out of TEs (Mérot et al., 2022). Interestingly, 

they have a greater preponderance of young retroelements than is seen in  

Atlantic Salmon. 

 

In our work with this treatise, we have found some evidence suggesting that 

satellites are “seeded” throughout the genome before “re-expanding”, but 

this has been difficult to formalise. Many satellites seem quite “native” to 

certain chromosomes, more or less specifically associated with one 

chromosome - or, in our case, with the chromosome and its ohnologue, i.e. 

the duplicated chromosome region homologue derived from the whole 

genome duplication event. This seems to follow from our expectations of 

satDNA in general (Garrido-Ramos, 2017). Otherwise, it does not appear 

that the distribution of TEs or satDNA in salmonids differ notably from other 

teleosts - or, indeed, from most vertebrates. Satellites are predominant 

around centromeres and telomeres and are subject to frequent assembly 

collapse, TEs (and satDNA) are depleted in and immediately around genes, 
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and as we shall see there is a tendency of TEs to be depleted in satDNA-rich 

regions. 

 

1.3 Consequences of whole-genome 

duplication on genome evolution 

1.3.1 The vertebrate genomes and ancient genome 

duplication events 

All vertebrates have two known whole-genome duplication events in their 

evolutionary history, referred to as 1R and 2R (Ref). All the teleosts (that is 

the bony fishes) share another ancient vertebrate WGD called Ts3R, dating 

back approximately 350 Mya (Gundappa et al., 2022; Jaillon et al., 2004; 

Robertson et al., 2017). As noted, in the previous section, the salmonids 

experienced their very own whole-genome duplication event,  referred to as 

Ss4R, which dates back ~120-100 Mya (Gundappa et al., 2022).  Each WGD 

has immediate consequence for the organism’s cells (Baduel et al., 2019; 

Bomblies, 2020; Gemble et al., 2022; Hollister et al., 2012; Storchová et al., 

2006), as well as potential wide-ranging long-term implications for 

evolution of the species, its genes,  and its descendants (Berthelot et al., 

2014; Gillard, 2019; Ohno et al., 1968; Van de Peer et al., 2017) 

 

1.3.2 Double trouble - the immediate impact of WGD 

The sheer scale of transformation following a whole-genome duplication is 

difficult to overstate. Billions of base-pairs and tens of thousands of 

additional gene copies are introduced into the genome. In the case of an 

autopolyploidisation event (doubling of its own genome), such as the 

salmonid ancestor went through, having four identical copies of each 
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chromosome will pose issues during meiosis (Pelé et al., 2018; Schmid et al., 

2015). From this, we expect that WGDs will be followed by an immediate 

and strong selection pressure to stabilise meiosis and avoid aneuploidy. This 

prediction is supported by selection signatures on meiosis genes in 

autopolyploid Arabidopsis (Bohutínská et al., 2021; Wright et al., 2015) and 

selection on gene expression of meiosis related genes following WGD in 

salmonids (Gillard, 2019).  

 

If new-born polyploids escape immediate death due to meiosis-related 

issues, polyploid genomes start their journey towards rediploidization, 

meaning the return to a diploid-like genome structure and stable bivalent 

pairing of chromosomes in meiosis. One effective way to break unwanted 

pairing of duplicated chromosomes is to evolve structural mutations that 

can block recombination (Dréau et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021). 

Interestingly, TEs are known to be associated with the rise of structural 

variants through for example uneven recombination (Bourque et al., 2018), 

and it is therefore hypothesised that TE activity after the salmonid WGD (see 

Figure Y) has promoted rediploidization through generation of structural 

variants (SVs) (Lien et al., 2016). 

 

1.3.3 Opportunities arise – long term consequences of WGD  

As rediploidisation becomes the new norm, duplicated genes and genomic 

regions get protected from “gene flow” between duplicated chromosomes. 

Duplicates therefore starts evolving as independent chromosomes, 

independently accumulate new mutations, which drive sequence- and 

functional divergence of genes (Lynch and Conery, 2000; Naseeb et al., 2017; 

Sandve et al., 2018).  
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There are four main models of long term gene duplicate evolution; retention  

of ancestral function(s), neofunctionalisation, subfunctionalisation, or non-

functionalisation (Force et al., 1999; Lynch and Force, 2000).  

 

Neofunctionalisation means the evolutionary divergence of duplicates into 

separate biological functions; an example could be that a gene coding for a 

gene implicated in fatty acid synthesis turns into two different genes 

involved in fatty acid synthesis  as in (Carmona-Antoñanzas et al., 2016). 

Subfunctionalisation happens when the function of the ancestral gene 

becomes divided between the duplicates, as has famously happened with 

haemoglobin (Hardison, 2012), where the original protein has divided up its 

subunits but where both are necessary to optimise fitness. Which one of 

these fates is realised appears to depend on many (and rather unclear) 

circumstances, but the most common is the gradual loss of one copy. 

Asymmetric evolution, often interpreted as neofunctionalisation, appears to 

be common both when using sequence and regulatory divergence as 

metrics, while symmetric duplicate divergence as expected under the as the 

second-most frequent - subfunctionalisation model as a final fate appears 

rare (He and Zhang, 2005; Lien et al., 2016; Sandve et al., 2018). Despite 

novel functionality (controversies regarding the precise definition of 

biological “function” notwithstanding) being relatively rare, gene duplication 

has also been implicated in speciation through reproductive isolation (Lynch 

and Conery, 2000).  

 

In Atlantic salmon, the process of pseudogenisation appears to be in 

progress (Gillard et al., 2021); while many gene pairs have indeed seen the 

complete loss of one copy, many more have simply evolved strongly reduced 

gene expression in one or both copies. This asymmetric loss of expression in 

one duplicate copy also tends to affect the expression across most tissues be 
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constitutive across tissues - that is, a decrease in expression in liver tends to 

coincide with a decrease in expression in other tissues as well. Additionally, 

it appears that most gene pairs have evolved asymmetrically; that is, one 

copy decreases much more than the other one. Genes corresponding to 

certain cellular processes are seen to be relatively quickly evolving, namely 

fatty acid metabolism; this seems to correspond to the evolutionary context 

of the salmonid ancestor following WGD. 

 

1.3.4 Role of TEs following WGD 

The role of repetitive DNA following whole-genome duplications as such has 

to my knowledge been a somewhat underexamined subject. As far as I can 

tell, there have been no systematic studies of the role of either TEs or of 

satDNA in resolving duplicate divergence or even of their general activity 

following the whole-genome duplication event. This chapter will, therefore, 

attempt to bring together some threads from a rather scattered literature 

and hopefully arrive at some coherent expectations for the roles and 

behaviour of repetitive DNA following whole-genome duplication. 

Therefore, in the following sections I will allow myself to be more 

speculative than what I have for most other parts of this treatise. 

Genome duplications, as well as repetitive DNA, remain major drivers of 

genome expansion (Marburger et al., 2018; Naville et al., 2019). Such drivers 

help address known issues such as the C-value paradox, i.e. the observation 

that organisms’ complexity does not seem clearly correlated with their 

genome size (Elliott and Gregory, 2015). Although the value of this 

observation is limited - for one thing, it relies on gene number as a measure 

of complexity, a deeply problematic assumption in the world of alternative 

splicing - it does imply an evolutionary role of repetitive DNA  in the context 

of genome expansion, just as is the case with whole-genome duplications. 
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Furthermore, since a whole-genome duplication is almost by necessity an 

evolutionary bottleneck event (and one with a lot of built-in redundancy, a 

topic to which we will return later in this treatise), strong founder effects 

will emerge. In the salmonids, the duplication was followed by a major 

expansion of TE content with a time lag. This indicates that the TE expansion 

was not a classical founder effect, though a relatively small effective 

population size should not be ruled out as creating a permissive 

environment for TE expansion. Similar patterns (in the sense that we 

observe a WGD followed by a delayed TE expansion) has been observed in 

other organisms (Feng et al., 2021; Giraud et al., 2021), and though no 

general pattern can be established from these findings this does seem like a 

possible venue for fruitful theoretical or in silica investigations; the sudden 

expansion of “extraneous” genetic content could very well allow for TE 

invasions or reactivation of dormant elements. Indeed, evolutionary stress 

and TE mobilisation is an active and intriguing field of inquiry (Fouché et al., 

2019; Roquis et al., 2021). 

 

Additionally, the normally very strong selection against TE insertions in or 

around genes may be relaxed following a whole-genome duplication. Since 

the most common fate of duplicated genes is nonfunctionalisation (Birchler 

and Yang, 2022; Ohno, 1970; Ohno et al., 1968), and transposable elements 

do tend to mess things up when introduced into or near a gene (manuscripts 

1 and 3), it is conceivable that TE insertions play a role in resolution of gene 

duplicates through nonfunctionalisation. This could apply both to dramatic 

“killer” insertions and to more gradual but dosage-preserving promoter 

erosion, and be especially relevant for compensating for potential fitness 

reducing effects of increased gene dosage. Finally, TEs also play a role in 

rewiring post-duplication regulatory networks through distribution of cis-

regulatory elements (Paper 3).  
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Where the role of TEs following whole-genome duplication and duplicate 

divergence is unclear, at least there has been some work done on it and 

some basis for informed speculation. This is not, to my knowledge, the case 

with satDNA. Our findings in Paper 2 indicate that there is indeed some 

relationship, but it remains quite obscure, and speculation on the subject 

appears almost unseemly. It does not help that the evolutionary roles of 

satDNA remain so poorly understood. 

 

Despite the paucity of published works on the subject, there are many 

tantalising hints to the many roles played by TEs in duplicate divergence and 

their co-evolution with WGD events, and they will certainly be more closely 

examined in the years to come as the number of high quality genome 

sequences from ancient and more recent polyploid lineages increases. 

 

1.4 Gene regulation  

The gene concept is a surprisingly thorny one. Traditionally, a gene has been 

seen as a sequence of nucleic material which is interpreted by the biological 

apparatus to create some product which has an effect (Meunier, 2022; 

Portin and Wilkins, 2017). However, a gene cannot function without an 

extensive semiotic landscape of promoters, enhancers, and various 

regulatory elements. In this chapter, I will briefly summarise the workings of 

gene regulatory landscapes. 

 

1.4.1 Genes and regulatory concepts 

A gene has two main states: It can be expressed (“turned on”) or it can not 

be expressed (“turned off”). Both states are necessary for most genes. Even 

constitutive, “household” genes need to mobilise a significant machinery in 

order to maintain their function in the cellular context - that is, they are 
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subject to regulation (Silver et al., 2006). For a gene to be “turned on”, a 

great number of things have to coincide. Firstly, the chromatin structure 

itself must be relaxed enough that the gene is accessible to the cellular 

machinery (Bell et al., 2011; Buccitelli and Selbach, 2020). Second, that 

machinery (itself proteins, i.e., products of various other genes) must be 

recruited to the specific place on the genome where the gene is located 

(Buccitelli and Selbach, 2020). Finally, extensive modifications are made 

after the point of gene expression itself (Buccitelli and Selbach, 2020). In this 

treatise, I mainly concern myself with factors that are involved in 

modulating chromatin accessibility and interaction between transcriptional 

regulatory molecules and the DNA. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Gene regulation, cis and trans. In cis-regulation, the regulatory element is 

physically proximate to the gene being regulated. In trans-regulation, the regulatory 

element can be arbitrarily far away, even on a different chromosome. This figure is not 

exhaustive, but included simply to get the general point across. Figure from 

(Ohnmacht et al., 2020), used under terms of 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ licence. 

 

Gene regulation by other gene products, called “transcription factors”, can 

be carried out in trans or in cis, meaning either regulating a nearby gene via 
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a product or directly (see Fig. 4). A cis-regulatory element is a genetic 

element which is physically close to the regulated gene, typically somewhat 

“upstream” of the transcription start site (Wittkopp et al., 2004). This 

distinction is complicated somewhat by the existence of distal enhancers 

(Agrawal et al., 2018) and the three-dimensional organisation of chromatin 

meaning that the distance between two genomic regions on the same 

chromosome within the cell nucleus is not always easy to predict 

(Mozziconacci et al., 2020). So, a cis-regulatory element does not actually 

need to be in or very near the core promoter in our flat representation of the 

genome in order to be acting in cis, and a trans-acting element can also be 

located quite close to the gene it impacts, or even on another chromosome 

altogether. 

1.4.2 Duplication, regulation and transcription factors 

Transcription factors bind to roughly conserved sequence fragments, 

“motifs”, on the chromosome. Typically, a motif is made up of a relatively 

short sequence (6-26bps) and has a spectrum of variation (Fig. 5). These 

motifs make up the core of one of the main forms of cis-regulatory element. 

 

 

Fig. 5. An example of a logo representation of a motif, here the human CTCF 

motif. From the JASPAR database (Castro-Mondragon et al., 2022). Cited under terms 

of the https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/ licence. 
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Because the number of transcription factors in the genome is fundamentally 

limited and the number of genes is likewise limited, building network graphs 

of regulatory activity is often a fruitful endeavour: If a single transcription 

factor is involved in regulating several genes, those genes will tend towards 

being co-expressed. When a whole-genome duplication event occurs, these 

networks double in nodes, but the number of connections multiplies by an 

order of magnitude, and so the complexity of the regulatory network 

immediately following whole-genome duplication is dramatically increased. 

 

1.4.3 Chromatin and chromatin accessibility 

 

Chromatin is the substance of the chromosome. It consists of coils-of-coils of 

DNA wrapped around large protein complexes known as nucleosomes, 

which consists of histone protein tetrameres. If the chromatin has a tight 

structure, the DNA is inaccessible to the cellular machinery and cannot be 

expressed; if it is loose, however, CREs can be accessed by gene regulatory 

molecules and transcription can happen.

Fig. 6. A diagram of the ATAC-seq experimental process from tissue to usable 

data.  First, you take a tissue, then you extract and expose chromatin to a cutting 

transposase, you sequence the fragments and finally you call peaks based on some 

statistically based algorithm. 
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The relative density of chromatin is itself regulated in trans by proteins 

attaching chemical modifications to histone “tails” protruding out of the 

nucleosomes; these chemical modifications also function as signals for the 

recruitment of transcription factors and other parts of the gene expression 

apparatus. Chromatin accessibility can thus be used as an indirect measure 

of the expression of genes in a given region, for instance using technologies 

such as ATAC-seq (Buenrostro et al., 2015) (Fig. 6). ATAC-seq is a method by 

which one effectively cuts all DNA not wrapped around a nucleosome to 

ribbons, determines the sequence of those ribbons and figures out whence 

they came to obtain a picture of which genes are transcriptionally available – 

and which regions are regulatorily relevant. 

 

1.5 Genome sequencing technology unleash a 

repetitive-DNA revolution 

1.5.1 Where we are in gene sequencing technology 

Until recently, the relevant paradigm of genome sequencing was a massively 

parallel system (Buermans and den Dunnen, 2014; Heather and Chain, 

2016). This involves splitting the DNA into smaller, more manageable 

fragments (size varies, but these days it is common to exceed 100bps in 

length), ligating an additional sequence called an “adapter” and then 

sequencing many millions of them simultaneously, at which point they are 

called “reads”. NGS sequencing has allowed for the assembly of hundreds of 

genomes and a whole host of ancillary technologies (RNA-seq (Emrich et al., 

2007), ATAC-seq (Buenrostro et al., 2015), ChIP-seq (Park, 2009), etc. - it’s a 

very long list for a multitude of uses) which remain in heavy use throughout 
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the “-omics” sciences. However, it has a number of problems: For one thing, 

sequencing is an inherently error-prone process, and individual base-pairs 

can easily be mis-represented. In addition, the relatively short length of 

individual reads means that reads from different genomic regions that 

contain repetitive DNA have very similar or identical sequences giving rise 

to assembly collapse and the “multi-mapping” problem. Finally, the parallel 

nature of the technology means that reads have no known “anchor” point 

and must be assembled or interpreted without knowing anything about 

their position. Advances such as paired-end reads, longer read lengths, 

higher quality and various clever bioinformatics methods have ameliorated 

these issues, but they remain fundamental and to some extent 

insurmountable attributes of the technological paradigm.  

1.5.2 A new generation of sequencing  

A more recent development has been third-generation long-read sequencing 

methods, a set of technologies which have already been taken into wide 

usage for genome assembly. The two main contenders in this field (Oxford 

Nanopore Technologies (Jain et al., 2016) and Pacific Biosciences (Rhoads 

and Au, 2015) ) use somewhat different technologies, but they both amount 

to removing the need for deliberately fragmenting reads down to 

predetermined lengths by doing sequencing in a very different way.  

ONP sequencing is done by squeezing DNA through a very small hole. 

Effectively what happens is that a specially-designed pore is inserted into an 

electrically resistant biological membrane with a current differential, and a 

special motor protein is used to guide a DNA fragment through the pore in a 

controlled manner. This current is measured by a sensor, and when a certain 

nucleotide passes through the pore, it causes a disruption to the current 

which can be interpreted to deduce what passed through. ONP reads can 

therefore in principle be as long as the full chromosome being sequenced, 
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but in practice does not usually exceed a few hundred thousand bases due to 

pores being clogged, motor proteins detaching, DNA breaking etc. (Wang et 

al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022) 

 

Pacific Biosciences’ HiFi sequencing works by extracting double-stranded 

DNA and ligating adapters onto the ends which circularises it. It then 

sequences individual circularised DNA molecules in so-called “zero-mode 

waveguides” using a polymerase binding to the adapter and labelled 

nucleotides. As these labelled nucleotides are incorporated, they emit light 

of different wavelengths, which is detected and interpreted by a sensor 

apparatus connected to the zero-mode waveguide. As this goes on, the DNA 

is sequenced over several iterations, yielding a read which has the same 

sequence repeated several times - HiFi reads. These reads are highly 

accurate, since they can accommodate any issues in base calling by majority 

rules, and are comparably long to ONT reads (PacBio, 2022). 

 

While the two technologies are quite distinct, they are very comparable in 

that they are producing incomparably longer reads than previous 

technology, greatly ameliorating the issues discussed in 1.5.1. They are both 

reaching wide usage, and many of their shortcomings are being addressed, 

e.g. for ONP reads with higher error rates, “polishing” with now-old-

fashioned Illumina reads can be done (Weirather et al., 2017), especially 

when  the sequencing coverage is not high enough (need >80x) to correct 

these single read errors in the consensus genome assembly (Wang et al., 

2021; Zhang et al., 2022). 
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1.5.3 Return of the repeats 

These new technologies have had a tremendous impact on genome assembly 

and especially on the assembly of repeat-rich parts of the genome. As we 

find in Paper 3, and as has been noted elsewhere e.g. in (Mérot et al., 2022), 

the issue of genome assembly from reads is much more easily handled when 

one has very long, reliable reads. We can simply sequence our way through 

regions which would previously have caused our assembly assembly 

collapse, and this is reflected in a dramatically reduced number of contigs in 

long-read based assemblies (Amarasinghe et al., 2020). 

 

Those regions are disproportionately repeat-heavy due to the mode by 

which assemblies are generated from reads by assembly software. This 

means that we see marked improvements everywhere from the most 

studied species (e.g. (Nurk et al., 2022)) to systems which are very much 

non-model species  (Mérot et al., 2022). The difference between our new 

Atlantic Salmon assembly discussed in Paper 3 and the old one (Lien et al., 

2016) is stark despite being only a few years apart and the latter having 

incomparable amounts of resources dedicated to it. The difference must be 

attributed to this advance in technology. 
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2  Summary of results 

2.1 Paper 1 - Comparative regulomics supports pervasive 

selection on gene dosage following whole genome 

duplication 

In Paper 1 we investigate gene expression evolution following whole 

genome duplication. We found that many ohnologues had asymmetrical 

expression divergence, most often with one copy evolving lower expression 

over time. Typically, the lower-expressed ohnologue would also have lower 

expression levels across many tissues. 

 

We found evidence for TEs playing a dual role in gene regulatory evolution. 

Firstly, TE accumulation was clearly associated with asymmetric loss of 

expression level in one ohnologue copy (Figure 1h). This finding supports 

the idea of TEs being agents of destruction, i.e. that TEs drive 

nonfunctionalisation (i.e. slow pseudogenization process). This is most likely 

a neutral process for most genes, with functional redundancy being high in a 

duplicated genome. However, it is also possible that some TE accumulation 

in promoters could have been adaptive, as we identify signatures of adaptive 

evolution of reduced gene expression among duplicated genes, likely due to 

selection on gene dosage. Conversely, in a few cases where one ohnologue 

copy had evolved liver specific increase of gene expression, this was 

associated with gains in TF binding sites for liver-biassed TFs in the 

promoter, and some of these TF-binding sites were found within TEs. This 

gives credence to the idea that TEs play a role as CRE donors and also drive 

ohnolog divergence by gain of tissue specific CREs.  

 



Our findings support a model of pervasive gene expression evolution 

following WGD to overcome immediate negative fitness consequences from 

having a double genome. We propose that TE-activity that disrupted existing 

CRE-landscapes could have been one mechanism to evolve new ‘optimal’ 

gene expression phenotypes following the WGD.  

 

2.2 Paper 2 - The role of transposable elements in the 

evolution of cis-regulatory element landscapes after 

whole genome duplication 

In paper 2, we ask what role TEs have had on CRE evolution, and in 

particular at the time following the salmonid WGD. We do this by first 

quantifying chromatin accessibility (from ATAC-seq) and use regions of 

elevated chromatin accessibility as a proxy for cis-regulatory elements 

(enhancer/promoter activity). Next, we integrate this tissue specific 

knowledge of CREs from liver and brain tissue with TE annotations to better 

understand the contribution of these genomic parasites to genome 

regulatory evolution.  

 

Firstly, we find that TEs are underrepresented in regions of accessible 

chromatin and immediately downstream of transcription start sites, 

suggesting that our method can indeed detect signals of selection (Figure 3). 

TEs are significantly underrepresented in CREs in both tissues, but there are 

more TE-CREs in liver than in brain (Figure 2). A minority (~18%) of TE-

CREs are shared between the tissues, and these are more often located in 

promoter regions.  
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Furthermore we find that a few TE subfamilies (about 11%) are enriched in 

genomic regions with accessible chromatin, and can be characterised as  

“superspreaders” of CREs. These superspreaders together have contributed 

to just under half of all CREs in TEs (Figure 3). Our estimates of sequence 

similarity to the subfamily consensus sequences suggests that the 

“superspreader” TEs are older than the TEs not enriched in open chromatin, 

and that tissue specific TE-CREs are younger than tissue shared TE-CREs 

(Figure 4C). Although “superspreaders' are relatively older, many appear to 

have been active in the time following whole-genome duplication (Figure 

4B), hence their role in rewiring of regulatory networks post-WGD cannot be 

ruled out. But, the lack of a steep increase in super-spreader activity post-

WGD certainly casts doubt about the hypothesis that TE-activity played a 

major role in expression evolution through deposition of novel CREs shortly 

after the WGD.  

 

Many of the CRE “superspreader” TEs had uneven genomic representation of 

consensus sequence bases (Figure 5A). One explanation could be purifying 

selection on particular TE-CREs from particular TE subfamilies, resulting in 

only parts of the TEs being conserved through evolution. These long-lasting 

“remnants” could be parts of the TE with importance for the TE-activity 

(selfish gene selection) or specific CRE that are co-opted by the host genome.  

Our results also shed light on selection at the tissue level. We find 

substantially more TE-CREs in the liver compared to the brain (Figure 2) 

and TEs are depleted for TF binding sites for brain specific TFs (Figure 6). 

Both these findings support stronger purifying selection (i.e. to avoid TE-

derived CREs) in the brain compared to the liver.  

In conclusion, there is little evidence for WGD resulting in increased activity 

of TE-CRE evolution, but we find evidence that selection has shaped 

evolution of TE-CREs in several ways. 



2.3 Paper 3 - Structural variation landscape reflects 

telomeric tandem repeat expansions in Atlantic salmon  

This manuscript is part of a larger project on structural variation and 

comparative genomics in Atlantic salmon. Here we used new Nanopore long-

read genome assembly technology to investigate the interplay between TEs 

and other repeat DNA, and structural variation.  

The long-read-based assembly represents an increase in assembly quality by 

every measure. The number of contigs decreased by two orders of 

magnitude,  among which was a BUSCO scores increased (92.3% to 95.7%), 

around 420Mb of additional sequence was included in the chromosome 

assemblies. 

 

We annotated satellite DNA in two ways; one liberal approach and one more 

conservative, which required repeat motifs to be present in large scale or in 

large arrays to filter out local duplications and other small structures. 

We found that the overwhelming majority of detected structural variation 

was made up of small SVs (less than 200bp, Figure 1 E-F). These small SV 

variants were especially strongly correlated with the presence of satDNA 

under the liberal annotation (rho=0.88).  

 

In particular, we found substantial overlap between the locations of the 

smaller structural variants and satDNA arrays (see Table 1; note that the bp-

overlap is much higher than the proportion of numeric insertions), 

indicating that the variability is mostly due to repeat expansion and 

contraction. Curiously, our more liberal annotation of non-TE repeat DNA 

shows a much stronger affinity for these variants, possibly implying that 

relatively small tandem repeat structures are quite active. Finally, we found 

a strong tendency for SVs and non-TE repeats to adhere to telomeres (Figure 
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2D), including non-functional ancestral telomeres (Figure 3B; R2 0.53 for 

both categories of telomere).  

TEs had little overlap with structural variation with the exception of a 

specific PiggyBac family (spotted in a small insertion/deletion peak at 

around 1400bp in Figure 1E), which implies that there is little recent and/or 

current transposition in the Atlantic Salmon genome. Attempts at running 

extracted SV sequences through a TE classification pipeline yielded little 

result, further validating the notion that most repeat-associated variation in 

the Atlantic Salmon genome is not TE-based, and that the degree of this 

variation has hitherto been underestimated due to the technical limitations 

of short-read-based assemblies. 

 

In conclusion, repeat DNA is important in the evolution of the complex SV 

landscape in Atlantic salmon genome, however it is the non-TE repeats that 

are the main source of novel structural variants. 



3  Discussion 

3.1 Shifting grounds - technological advances in genome 

assembly and research on repeat DNA 

The scale of improvement in assembly quality following the introduction of 

third-generation sequencing technology is difficult to overstate. In 

Manuscript 3, we find that the Atlantic Salmon genome improves by every 

measure, going from 965,912 contigs to 4222 and with almost half a billion 

base pairs of additional DNA assembled around chromosomes. A large 

proportion of this is made up of repetitive DNA; as we discuss in that 

manuscript, it’s mostly highly variable tandem repeats and satellite DNA. 

Our Nanopore reads, supplemented with Illumina polishing, demonstrated 

that we’re in a new era of genome assemblies. Lower-quality nanopore base-

calling may be an issue in discussing telomeric repeats in Paper 3 (as in (Tan 

et al., 2022)), but one for which the assembly has tried to compensate 

through Illumina polishing and various tuning. Our pipeline to call SVs has 

enough inbuilt cross-validation, and our SV definition is long enough (at 

least 50bp) that our observations do not seem fully attributable to base-

calling errors, however. Nanopore-based assemblies also have fairly high 

precision in at least one benchmark study on structural variation 

(Dierckxsens et al., 2021). 

 

As sequencing technologies continuously improve and sequencing costs 

have plummeted, we now see an explosion in the number of high quality 

genomes with more accurate representation of the genomic repeat-

landscapes. Although these are exciting times for anyone with interests in 

repeat-DNA, it has also exacerbated the long-standing challenge associated 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13573740&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13694610&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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with repeat-DNA annotation. For example, with the enormous increase in 

assembled satellite repeats, it becomes clear that present methods for 

annotation and analysis of satellites of various kinds are insufficient. The 

best software available appears to be RepeatExplorer2 (Novák et al., 2020), 

which while a powerful and very useful tool is not capable of finding repeat 

motifs that make up less than a significant proportion of the DNA (0.01% 

under default settings - over 250kbs in our Atlantic Salmon assembly). Apart 

from this, the tools available are either very old and not made for the 

purpose (such as Tandem Repeat Finder (Benson, 1999)) or highly 

specialised (e.g. Straglr (Chiu et al., 2021)).   

Another bottleneck is the annotation and classification of transposable 

elements. In our study system, even with a reasonably well curated TE 

library, the largest class of TEs are “unknown”. This is a recurrent issue in 

the literature, nicely highlighted by a recent study of ~600 insect genomes. 

This large scale comparative analyses of repeat DNA demonstrated very 

effectively how comparative TE landscape analyses becomes extremely 

biased when comparing well studied groups such as Drosophila with new 

genomes from non-model insect groups (Sproul et al., 2022) and serve to 

underline what remains perhaps the largest issue of TE annotation, namely 

the need for time-consuming and high-skilled manual curation.  

 

3.2 Transposable elements; classification, annotation and a 

maturing field 

The study of transposable elements is in some ways a more straightforward 

field than that of satDNA. There is a generally accepted system for 

classification of TEs based on mode of reproduction, structural features, 

common ancestry and finally sequence identity (Wicker et al., 2007) in that 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=9901972&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=966900&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=11547417&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13516436&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=44535&pre=&suf=&sa=0


order. This system has not been adopted without objection (Kapitonov and 

Jurka, 2008),  and the way in which it is adopted is somewhat inconsistent. 

For instance, the most widely used database, RepBase (Bao et al., 2015), 

does not fully integrate the Wicker system of classification. We have chosen 

to attempt to implement the three-letter code classification system 

introduced by Wicker et al. (2007) (i.e. classifying along superfamily ID by 

designating first class, then order and finally superfamily with one letter 

each) and to adhere to it as closely as possible. However, since there is to my 

knowledge no central rule for the three-letter codes other than the original 

Wicker et al. (2007) study, we have sometimes had to improvise the third 

letter based on the name of the superfamily (e.g. Nimb elements become 

RIN). The division between superfamilies can also be somewhat ambiguous, 

and it is not always trivial to tell if a certain RepBase identifier is a 

superfamily of its own or a named family under another superfamily. 

As can be surmised from the above, the TE field is somewhat fragmented 

and methods involved in e.g. manual curation and TE annotation have been 

heavily dependent on the individual researcher’s preferences. This has 

obvious ramifications for our ability to rigorously compare findings between 

papers, even more so than the sort of definitional ambiguity which is 

relatively common in biology (e.g. (Keeling et al., 2019; Meunier, 2022)). 

There are encouraging signs, however. A recent set of guidelines and handy 

tools for the manual curation of TEs (Goubert, 2021; Goubert et al., 2022) 

allows for standardisation of the production of TE libraries for annotation, 

and there have been initiatives made to try and dissociate from the RepBase 

database structure into something less temperamental - and even more 

importantly, open source and free for all  (Amselem et al., 2019; TE Hub 

Consortium et al., 2021). As the TE-field matures, one may hope that these 

tendencies for co-ordination and standardisation bear further fruit. This 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=43702&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=7705433,13450384&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
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would make investigations such as what we do in Paper 2 much more 

straightforward, since there would be a more direct link to a wider 

literature. As it stands, our intuitions must be formulated and tested from a 

field in which there is a great deal of uncertainty. Improved classification 

tools, for example, might cast more light on the properties of specific 

superfamilies - or even, as we propose, specific subfamilies. 

 

3.3 Evolutionary dynamics of transposable elements 

That transposable elements spread through host genomes is very well 

known, and the mechanisms of their spread have also been subject of 

extensive study ((Feschotte and Pritham, 2007; Goodier, 2016; Wicker et al., 

2007); issues pertaining to more specific such mechanisms are extensively 

discussed in (Craig et al., 2015)). Less well characterised, at least in non-

model species, is how selective pressures shape the long term survival of 

TEs and to what extent they contribute to genome regulatory evolution.  

The distribution of TEs in any genome is the outcome of a co-evolutionary 

process involving the TEs and the host (Sultana et al., 2017). A successful TE 

must be able to multiply, but at the same time avoid large negative fitness 

effects for the host. Since most TE-insertions are not random (they have 

preference for different genomic contexts/sequences, e.g. see (Bourque et 

al., 2018; Sultana et al., 2017)) negative effects of TE-insertions on host 

fitness will drive evolution of less harmful TE insertion site preferences. In 

addition to this, very harmful insertions will be selected against and 

disappear from the population and species.  Hence, a snapshot picture of the 

present day TE-landscape, as we have studied in this thesis, does provide 

information about selective pressure on TEs. For example, similar to what is 

found in certain well-studied eukaryotes (Miao et al., 2020; Wells and 
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Feschotte, 2020), we find strong evidence of significant depletion of TEs 

around promoter regions and exons, and that pattern is fairly consistent 

across superfamilies. This clearly demonstrates selection acting on the TE 

landscape. However, it is difficult to disentangle the effects of purifying 

selection following harmful insertions from insertion site biases which 

ultimately have evolved through a co-evolutionary arms race. 

 

Genome duplications result in functional redundancy which potentially 

allows for liberal accumulation of regulatory mutations in one gene copy, if 

the other copy retains the ancestral function (Sandve et al., 2018). In Paper 

1, we note that TE tends to accumulate in the promoter of the less expressed 

duplicate copy; this appears to be quite agnostic to TE superfamily (Paper 1, 

Figure S8). There has been some evidence to suggest that a duplicated 

genome is a generally more permissive environment for TE mobilisation 

(Ayala-Usma et al., 2021; Marburger et al., 2018), and our findings seem 

congruent with that notion. In addition, this tendency towards gradual 

nonfunctionalisation may offer a biological reason for such tolerance. 

 

In mammals TE proliferation has resulted in the spread of functional CREs, 

which in turn is co-opted into the host genome regulatory network (Bourque 

et al., 2018; Sundaram and Wysocka, 2020; Sundaram et al., 2014). In 

Manuscript 2, we first identify tens of thousands of putative TE-CREs and 

show how many of these originate from specific parts of TEs. Although some 

of these cases could be accounted for by technical artefacts (e.g. consensus 

sequence errors and microsatellites contained within the TE sequence), 

most of them seem to be real (Manuscript 2, Figure 5). One interpretation of 

this observation is that many TE-CREs evolve through a “spread-and-select” 

model. By this, we mean that there are two main “phases” of TE-CRE 

evolution - first TEs disperse through the genome followed by heterogenous 
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negative selection pressure which erodes away the TE sequences with most 

deleterious effects on the host physiology. The conserved TE-CREs could 

then finally be co-opted into host regulatory networks. Under this model, 

there is an initial host-TE conflict during the proliferation phase, but once 

the TE has been rendered inactive this conflict gradually resolves in favour 

of the host. In the same manuscript we also note that several of these non-

uniform shapes are disproportionately present in open chromatin. This is 

not trivial to interpret, but it may indicate that they are involved in 

regulation and constitute another signal of selection. Such interpretations 

rhyme somewhat with the implication of TEs as agents of rapid evolution 

and signals of evolvability in certain periods (Fablet and Vieira, 2011; Niu et 

al., 2019). 

 

Our study into how TEs contribute to gene regulatory evolution is a first step 

to close the knowledge gap about the role of TEs in Atlantic salmon genome 

evolution, and in particular the links between WGD, TE activity, and 

evolution of genome regulation. One path to pursue this further is for 

example to integrate CRE-activity information from high-throughput 

reporter assays, combined with in-depth investigations into how different 

TEs spread specific transcription factor binding sites in more detail. We 

touch on this in Manuscript 2, but our approach is rather primitive, and 

some more creativity could almost certainly go a long way in this work; 

further work should therefore include analyses that link transcription factor 

binding motifs to a specific TE family and a specific region in the TE 

consensus with a functionally validated CRE. One could then start to chip at 

the hypothesis of the impact of TE proliferation on gene regulatory networks 

in a less indirect way. 
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3.4 Satellite DNA; status of the field, proliferation and effects 

In contrast to the quickly maturing field of transposable elements, satellite 

DNA methodology remains somewhat haphazard. The most common way of 

annotating satDNA is by looking at the reference genome and simply 

detecting repeating tandem motifs with a certain tolerance for errors 

(Benson, 1999); this approach tends to be overly generous, and will capture 

local duplications and even certain genes (e.g. zinc finger genes with native 

repeating motifs). More recently, some progress has been made using graph-

based approaches (Novák et al., 2017, 2020; Singchat et al., 2022), but the 

techniques involved are not fully mature and to my knowledge no approach 

has been developed which is not dependent on relative enrichment in the 

genome: As I touch upon in section 3.1, the present status of these methods 

involves taking overrepresented motifs from reads making up a certain 

proportion of the total data set. Consequently, any procedure for the general 

annotation of satDNA in a whole large genome is going to involve some 

compromises, (e.g. if we wish to include local, smaller repeats at the risk of 

including zinc finger proteins), which are mostly up to the discretion of the 

individual researcher.  Many TE annotation software have rudimentary 

satellite detection tools implemented, but for looking specifically at satDNA 

these are insufficient (Shah et al., 2016); one approach is therefore to take a 

TE-like library approach where one finds a catalogue of satellite motifs and 

annotates those. We performed a version of this in Manuscript 3, which 

offered an interesting contrast to the simpler TRF-based analysis. While the 

TRF-based analysis finds more smaller repeats, the tendencies we observe 

with regard to telomericity and overlap remain the same. This indicates that, 

while we have likely captured a general property of satDNA, there is 

biological variance between the two annotation methods. 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=966900&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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Satellite DNA tends to be relatively localised - that is, individual repeat 

motifs mostly stick to their own chromosome, and sometimes to their own 

part of the chromosome (Garrido-Ramos, 2017; Thakur et al., 2021). The 

clear exception to this is in duplicated regions, where the density of repeat 

landscapes correlates with sequence similarity, and where individual motifs 

can be seen to be shared among duplicated chromosome regions. This is 

interesting in light of the library hypothesis (Salser et al., 1976) of satellite 

distributions. As pre-duplication karyotypes are broken up and reshuffled 

(REF), forming new karyotypes, satellite arrays are located in new regions, 

where they can expand or contract based on their new circumstances.  In 

this way, rediploidisation could allow for “re-seeding” of certain satellite 

motifs in novel locations; though we were not properly systematic about it, 

there were some indications of non-proportional expansion in ohnologous 

regions. We found no obvious evidence of de-novo emergence of repeats, but 

once again our investigation into this aspect was not structured enough to 

rule anything out. 

 

As we show in Manuscript 3, (Manuscript 3, Figure 4 and Table 2), satDNA 

appears to be highly variable between populations and individuals; this 

could have interesting applications in population biology in the hands of 

someone interested and competent. The general distribution of variable 

satDNA is heavily dependent on closeness to telomeres (Manuscript 3, 

Figure 3b), notably including non-active ancestral telomeres; repeats in 

these are similarly variable to those in active telomeres. The most 

reasonable interpretation thus seems to be that the variability is a property 

of the repeats themselves, not of the specific telomeres. 

One theoretically possible vector of satellite seeding is through being carried 

by transposable elements, in a manner similar to CREs. Recently, such TE-

based seeding was indeed found to explain large variation in genome size in 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12052560,6098958&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
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squamates, even when the TE-content itself was mostly similar (Pasquesi et 

al., 2018). In our work with Manuscript 2, we found that some transposable 

elements do indeed contain satellite sequences, but we find very little 

evidence to suggest that this have led to large scale tandem repeat DNA 

increase. Indeed, as previously noted, we find a strong negative correlation 

between TE density and satDNA enrichment (Manuscript 3, Figure 3a). 

A tantalising hint we find for future inquiry is that highly repetitive regions 

are often also fairly similar between duplicates, implying that these regions 

may have continued recombining through rediploidisation. If this is the case, 

then satDNA may be much more central to the process of rediploidisation 

and chromosome rearrangements following WGD than previously assumed. 

 

3.5 Future perspectives 

The future of studies related to all forms of repetitive DNA is looking bright. 

As we realise the gains promised by our recent improvements in quality and 

cost reduction in sequencing technology, entire new vistas of scientific 

endeavour may open. In this chapter, I will discuss these in light of the work 

in this treatise. 

 

In the TE field we can see some tendencies toward standardisation of 

methods and definitions, mentioned towards the end of section 3.2. These 

should open up the possibility for more credible and less arduous 

comparative studies of individual superfamilies and -families of TEs and 

their impact on various kinds of evolution. One especially tantalising 

prospect is that of the direct examination of TE impact on comparative 

biology, which was originally a part of the work package for this Ph.D 

project, but which proved very difficult to implement. In Paper 2, we 

examine the impact of TEs to cis-regulatory evolution specifically in Atlantic 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13614007&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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salmon - it is easy to imagine that tracing our “superspreader” elements 

through the salmonid clade and investigating their role in species specific 

insertion- and selection patterns could be of great interest. Likewise, it 

would be deeply illuminating to see studies on these elements performed in 

other organisms, to be able to properly evaluate whether the organism (or 

taxa) in question is a special case. Under present circumstances, such 

comparative work is generally the domain of large studies, such as (Sproul 

et al., 2022). Likewise, examining whether the same TEs are involved in the 

gradual down-regulation that we observe in Paper 1 in different species 

could offer insights into the mobilisation of TEs in gene regulation. One 

possible interpretation is that regulatorily rather uninvolved TEs such as 

Tc1/Mariner elements are so prevalent precisely because they’re rather 

inoffensive on their own (in Paper 2, we find them to be relatively depleted 

in CREs; per table S1, no automatically classified mariner sequences were 

found to be valid superspreaders) and so are not subject to strong negative 

selection. Thus, situations where the simple mass of TEs is a facet of 

regulatory evolution - such as promoter erosion - could tend to involve such 

elements. To find whether this is the case more generally, a clearer idea of 

the variation and prevalence of the elements in question would be extremely 

useful. 

 

With satDNA the field is also very fragmented. It is facing a complete change 

in premises with the new assembly methods. Enormous amounts of 

previously very difficult genetic material can now be assembled in a 

relatively cost-efficient way, which combined with advances in graph-based 

genome analysis and our increasing appreciation of the importance of 

genome geometry poses a number of fascinating questions.  

One thing which we somewhat touch upon in Paper 3 but do not properly 

answer is the role of satDNA in guiding ectopic recombination, and the role 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13516436&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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of ectopic recombination in reintegrating genomes following whole-genome 

duplication. Another intriguing but not fully explored issue in Paper 3 is the 

variability of telomere-adjacent regions, including non-active telomeres. It 

seems reasonable to interpret this as these regions simply being especially 

repeat-heavy and thus having a lot of repeat-related variation, but it cannot 

be ruled out that there is something biological going on there; we tested 

various other hypotheses including density of repeats in a particular region 

and array size, and did not find anything which came close to the 

explanatory power of telomere adjacency. This may, once again, be because 

we did not look closely enough at the question, but it at least does bear 

investigating. For the most part, however, our work here only serves to 

underline that new questions may be posed, with the sheer increase in 

quality being our main finding; the implications of this increase seem 

somewhat out of the scope of this treatise. 

 

Finally, the work presented here really does only scratch the surface of the 

developments in repDNA studies; fascinating work is being done in many 

fields including looking into the direct effect of satDNA on gene expression, 

TE mobilisation as a response to evolutionary stress, the life cycle of both 

satDNA and TEs, and much more. One cannot hope to investigate every 

particular in one work, but in the case of this field, almost every particular is 

interesting and awaits our attention. We now have the technology; we await 

the co-ordination of human will to exploit it. 
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Abstract

Background: Whole genome duplication (WGD) events have played a major role in
eukaryotic genome evolution, but the consequence of these extreme events in
adaptive genome evolution is still not well understood. To address this knowledge
gap, we used a comparative phylogenetic model and transcriptomic data from
seven species to infer selection on gene expression in duplicated genes (ohnologs)
following the salmonid WGD 80–100 million years ago.

Results: We find rare cases of tissue-specific expression evolution but pervasive
expression evolution affecting many tissues, reflecting strong selection on
maintenance of genome stability following genome doubling. Ohnolog expression
levels have evolved mostly asymmetrically, by diverting one ohnolog copy down a
path towards lower expression and possible pseudogenization. Loss of expression in
one ohnolog is significantly associated with transposable element insertions in
promoters and likely driven by selection on gene dosage including selection on
stoichiometric balance. We also find symmetric expression shifts, and these are
associated with genes under strong evolutionary constraints such as ribosome
subunit genes. This possibly reflects selection operating to achieve a gene dose
reduction while avoiding accumulation of “toxic mutations”. Mechanistically, ohnolog
regulatory divergence is dictated by the number of bound transcription factors in
promoters, with transposable elements being one likely source of novel binding sites
driving tissue-specific gains in expression.

Conclusions: Our results imply pervasive adaptive expression evolution following
WGD to overcome the immediate challenges posed by genome doubling and to
exploit the long-term genetic opportunities for novel phenotype evolution.
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Background
Whole genome duplication (WGD) events have played a major role in eukaryotic evo-

lution by increasing genomic complexity and functional redundancy [1]. This can allow

gene duplicates (referred to as ohnologs) to escape selective constraints and thereby ac-

cumulate previously forbidden mutations that may become adaptive [2]. In agreement

with this idea, WGD has been associated with the evolution of adaptive traits in yeast

[3], plants [4, 5], and vertebrates [6–8]. At the same time, it is also evident that most

polyploids go extinct shortly after formation [9] and that becoming a successful new

polyploid likely requires new adaptations to overcome fitness costs stemming from hav-

ing a doubled genome [10, 11]. Yet, the importance of selection in shaping polyploid

genome evolution in the aftermath of WGDs is still not well understood [1, 12].

Gene expression levels are relatively easy to measure and compare, and represent a

major source of complex trait variation [13] and novel adaptive phenotypes [14, 15].

Hence, there has been substantial interest in understanding consequences of WGDs on

gene regulatory evolution. Comparative transcriptomics has both revealed immediate

plastic responses to adjust gene dosages [16], as well as widespread regulatory diver-

gence at evolutionary timescales (e.g., [17–20]). Ohnolog regulatory evolution is also

mostly asymmetric, with one copy retaining an ancestral-like regulation, and the other

copy losing and/or gaining expression in one or more tissue [12]. Although this obser-

vation can be reconciled with adaptive evolution of gene regulatory phenotypes follow-

ing WGD, methodological limitations have made it difficult to distinguish between the

outcomes of selection and neutral drift [12, 21].

Here we take a novel approach to improve our understanding of how selection shapes

novel gene regulatory phenotypes following WGD. We first developed a flexible and

user friendly version of a phylogenetic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) model of gene expres-

sion evolution [22, 23] in R (https://gitlab.com/sandve-lab/evemodel). The crux of this

model is that it allows us to evaluate if changes in expression evolution deviate from

the null hypothesis of stabilizing selection, and thereby identify putative adaptive shifts

in expression regulation. We then used this model to analyze the liver transcriptome of

four salmonids and three non-salmonid fish species to assess the impact of the 80–100-

million-year-old salmonid-specific WGD (Ss4R) [24, 25]. We find that this WGD led to

a burst of gene expression evolution, leading to rare tissue-specific gains in expression

and pervasive tissue non-specific dosage selection, reflecting both adaptive possibilities

afforded by genome doubling and immediate challenges that must be overcome to suc-

ceed as a polyploid lineage.

Results
Adaptive shifts in expression levels following WGD

To study expression level evolution following WGD, we generated RNA-seq datasets

from livers (four biological replicates) of four salmonids and three non-salmonid out-

group species (Fig. 1a). We then computed gene trees to identify retained ohnologs

from the salmonid WGD. In total, we included 10,154 gene trees in our analyses (Add-

itional file 1: Figure S1), of which 65% (6689 trees) contained ohnologs derived from

the salmonid WGD. For each gene tree, we then applied a phylogenetic Ornstein-

Uhlenbeck (OU) process model to test for adaptive shifts in expression evolution
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(referred to simply as ‘shifts’) in the ancestor of the salmonids included in this study

(Fig. 1b, Additional file 1: Figures S2, S3 and S4).

Two major observations arise from this analysis. First, it is evident that the rate of

adaptive gene expression evolution is increased for salmonid ohnologs. Forty percent of

trees (1649) with retained ohnologs display evolution of novel expression levels in at

least one ohnolog compared to only 20 % of trees with a single copy gene (Fig. 1c). Sec-

ondly, there is a clear difference in the nature of the expression evolution between

ohnologs and singleton genes. Ohnologs are strongly biased towards evolving decreased

expression levels following WGD (Fig. 1c), with 75% (1234/1649) of the ohnolog pairs

displaying a shift down in either one or both copies. Conversely, singletons show a
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Fig. 1 Expression level evolution following WGD. a Phylogenetic tree of the species included in the study,
with the estimated time of the salmonid-specific whole genome duplication (Ss4R) indicated. b Conceptual
illustration of the expression level evolution tests. c Proportion of complete singleton (top) and ohnolog
(bottom) gene trees with significant shifts in expression level in a salmonid ancestor. d, e Heatmaps show
tissue expression, from an independent tissue atlas in Atlantic salmon, of ohnolog pairs where one copy
has shifted up (d) or down (e) in liver. Barplots show the distribution of the number of tissues where the
shifted copy has lower or higher expression than the conserved copy. Only ohnologs from complete
orthogroups (panel c) are included in the heatmap. Each ohnolog pair (row) is scaled so that red signifies
the highest expression across the two copies and blue the lowest. The color bar indicates the number of
tissues that are experiencing a shift in expression in the same direction as that of liver (down (d), up (e))
between the shifted and conserved copy. f Proportion of partial gene trees (i.e., trees with some gene loss)
with significant shifts in expression level in a salmonid ancestor. The shadings indicate that we report here
up/down shifts for the complete salmonid clade and the partial salmonid clade separately, which is in
contrast to panel c where both salmonid clades are complete and therefore indistinguishable. g Cumulative
proportion of dN/dS for ohnologs with one copy shifted down, versus their conserved counterpart. Results
are shown for all ohnologs with one copy shifted down (down-shift) and for the subset that is down-
shifted in all tissues in the tissue atlas (down-shift all tissues affected). h Cumulative proportion of TE
content in promoters of ohnologs with one copy shifted down
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small bias towards evolving increased expression (Fig. 1c). This difference could not be

explained by differences in statistical power related to systematic differences in gene ex-

pression levels between singletons and ohnologs (Additional file 1: Figure S5).

To test if the identified expression level shifts following WGD were tissue-specific,

we analyzed RNA-seq data from 15 Atlantic salmon tissues (Additional file 1: Figure

S6A). We find that most cases of expression evolution are not liver-specific (Fig. 1d, e),

and that this is true both for genes evolving increased and decreased expression follow-

ing WGD. When one ohnolog copy had evolved a shift in liver expression level, this

copy also displayed similar trends in the majority of the other 14 tissues compared to

its conserved ohnolog partner (shift down 77% (682/885), shift up 70% (221/317)).

Hence, evolution of liver-specific changes in ohnolog expression following WGD is

rare, irrespective of the directionality of change.

Upon reaching a new optimal ohnolog gene dosage, the expectation is that the

copy with the highest expression level contributes the most to the proteome and

cell function, which will result in reduced purifying selection pressure on the

more lowly expressed copy [26]. Several lines of evidence support this expect-

ation. Firstly, species-specific gene loss events (expected for genes evolving under

relaxed selection) are associated with increased probability of evolving lower liver

expression in one copy (Fig. 1f) and with increased probability of the down-

shifted copy to have reduced expression levels across all the other 14 tissues

(Fisher’s exact test, p = 3.1e−07, Additional file 1: Figure S6B). Secondly, we find

that the down-shifted copy shows increased signatures of relaxed purifying selec-

tion on coding sequences in the form of elevated dN/dS rates (Fig. 1g, p = 2.1e

−6, N = 732, one-sided paired Wilcoxon test, Additional file 1: Figure S7). Lastly,

we also observe that down-shifted ohnolog copies have a significantly higher load

of potentially destructive transposable element (TE) insertions in promoters com-

pared to the conserved partner (Fig. 1h, one-sided paired Wilcoxon test, p = 6.5e

−4, Additional file 1: Figure S8). Importantly, the effect size of increased dN/dS

and TE-load were larger when only considering ohnologs with signatures of

down-shift across all tissues (Fig. 1g, h).

Pervasive differences in purifying selection pressure within individual ohnolog

pairs raise the question of whether these ohnologs might belong to duplicated gen-

ome blocks experiencing large-scale differences in selective constraints. This could

lead to uneven ohnolog loss rates, a process that is referred to as biased fraction-

ation [27]. In line with previous studies on teleosts [28, 29], we found significant

biases in local gene loss, albeit only in 9 of 47 syntenic duplicate blocks. However,

we did not find equivalent large-scale biases in expression loss (Additional file 1:

Figure S9), thus rendering regional differences in selection constraints an unlikely

explanation for the large number of ohnologs experiencing loss of expression in

one copy.

In conclusion, we find widespread signatures of adaptive regulatory evolution in

retained ohnologs following WGD; however, most adaptive events were associated with

ohnolog gene dose reduction across many tissues. Thus, ohnolog copies that evolve

lower expression levels compared to their partner continue to evolve under relaxed

purifying selection pressure, following a likely path towards pseudogenization.
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Strong selection on housekeeping gene dose after WGD

To test if selection on gene regulation following WGD was linked to particular cellular

functions or pathways, we performed KEGG enrichment analyses for two ohnolog gene

sets that had evolved either increased (up) or decreased (down) expression levels. Genes

with increased expression level were enriched (Fisher’s exact test, p < 0.05) in three path-

ways: “fatty acid elongation,” “fatty acid metabolism,” and the “cell cycle” (Additional file

1: Table S1). Detailed analysis identified 29 up-shifted genes encoding proteins with essen-

tial cell division functions. These genes were highly enriched in protein-protein interac-

tions conserved in both unicellular and multicellular eukaryotes (Additional file 1: Table

S2, Additional file 1: Figure S10) and suggest compensatory regulatory adaptation to

maintain a functional cell division and ensure genome stability.

Down-shifted genes had comparatively stronger functional signatures (Additional file

1: Table S1) with nine enriched pathways (Fisher’s exact test, p < 0.05). The three path-

ways with the strongest enrichment were “oxidative phosphorylation” (p = 0.003) in-

volved in mitochondrial-associated cellular energy production, “ribosome biogenesis in

eukaryotes” (p = 0.008) which consists of genes involved in assembly of the ribosome,

and “ribosome” (p = 5.6e−9) which consists of ribosomal subunit genes (Supplementary

figures 11, 12 and 13). These results support strong selection on gene dosage for many

housekeeping functions following WGD, which aligns well with our observation (Fig.

1d, e) that most expression level shifts occurred across most tissues.

The gene balance hypothesis predicts that selection operates to maintain stoichiom-

etry of interacting gene products [30], and this is believed to result in long-term reten-

tion of ohnologs. Using the human orthologs of salmonid genes, we queried the

CORUM database of protein complexes and found that the proportion of ohnologs in

protein complexes was slightly higher (22%) than the proportion of singletons (18%)

(Fisher’s exact test, p = 1.04e−5, Additional file 1: Figure S14A). We also found that

complexes tended to contain only singletons (p = 0.03) or only duplicates (p = 1E−3,

Additional file 1: Figure S14B) more often than expected by chance. It is also plausible

that stoichiometric imbalances could be rescued through evolution of novel gene dos-

age. Under this model, we predict that singletons in protein complexes that contain

ohnologs should be enriched for shifts up in expression, while shifts down are predicted

for ohnologs in complexes with singletons. These predictions are not well supported

for singletons (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.07) nor ohnologs (Fisher’s exact test, p > 0.48)

(Additional file 1: Table S3).

Taken together, we find strong evidence for dosage selection following WGD on

genes involved in basic cellular maintenance and cell division. In addition, we find evi-

dence for selection to retain stoichiometric balance both at the sequence and expres-

sion level.

Mechanism driving ohnolog regulatory divergence is associated with functional

constraints

Our analysis allows us to assign ohnolog pairs to different regulatory categories (Fig. 2a)

that potentially represent distinct evolutionary routes to new gene dosage optimums

after WGD. Indeed our results show that ohnolog pairs with expression evolution shifts

in the same direction evolve more symmetrically (down+down and up+up) while
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ohnologs where expression shifts occur in only one copy or in opposite directions dis-

play stronger asymmetric divergence (e.g., up/down+conserved) (Fig. 2a). To explore

the links between these modes of regulatory divergence and gene function, we per-

formed KEGG enrichment on each expression evolution category. Twenty-seven path-

ways were found enriched across these categories (Fig. 2b, Additional file 1: Table S4),

which is more than twice as many as when grouping ohnologs into up- or down-

shifted genes (Additional file 1: Table S1). This supports that different pathways are

biased towards either symmetric or asymmetric regulatory evolution. The three most

enriched pathways were the same as when testing up- and down-shifted genes only,

but our stratification on regulatory categories of ohnologs reveals that ribosomal sub-

unit ohnologs (“Ribosome”) evolved lower gene dosage through highly symmetrical

down-shifts, while “oxidative phosphorylation” and “ribosome biogenesis in eukaryotes”

are biased towards asymmetric divergence (Fig. 2c).

Fig. 2 Symmetry of regulatory divergence. a Ohnolog expression evolution categories and expression evolution
asymmetry for ohnologs in each evolutionary category. The expression asymmetry is calculated as the absolute value
of the mean difference between ohnolog pair expression levels in all salmonid species. One sided Wilcoxon test p-
values are reported for significant asymmetry differences between symmetric and asymmetric regulatory categories. b
KEGG pathways significantly enriched (p <0.05) in different expression evolution categories. Larger circles indicate a
higher proportion of genes in the pathway with the shift. c Expression asymmetry between salmonid ohnolog pairs
in selected pathways, calculated by taking the absolute value of the mean difference in expression between ohnolog
pairs in all salmonid samples. d Correlation between expression asymmetry (see (c) for details) and the dN/dS of the
ortholog in the pike sister lineage. e Predicted bound TFBS from TF-footprinting in promoters of ohnologs in the five
expression evolution categories as well as those ohnologs with no significant shift in expression levels. For each
ohnolog pair in each category, copies are grouped based on the lowest (to the left) and highest (to the right) p-value
in the OU-test for expression level shift. p-values from significant paired Wilcoxon tests are indicated above boxplots:
*** < 1e−03, **** < 1e−04, ***** = 0
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As ribosome subunit genes are known to be extremely slowly evolving genes (i.e.,

high sequence evolution constraints), we tested whether there is a broader correlation

between sequence constraints and regulatory symmetry. Indeed, we find that ohnolog

expression level symmetry is significantly correlated with the level of purifying selection

on coding sequences (Spearman correlation, p = 1e−8, Fig. 2d).

To further dissect regulatory mechanisms driving ohnolog expression level evolution,

we generated high coverage ATAC-seq data from the liver of Atlantic salmon and iden-

tified bound transcription factor binding sites (bTFBSs) using a footprinting approach

(Additional file 1: Figure S15). We hypothesized that ohnolog regulatory evolution sym-

metry is shaped by the relative importance of selection on cis- versus trans-mutations.

One simple prediction from this is that ohnolog pairs where one copy has evolved

novel expression would have higher promoter divergence than ohnolog pairs with sym-

metric evolution. The divergence of bTFBSs in promoters (− 3000/+ 200 bps from tran-

scription start site) largely matched this prediction (Fig. 2e) with ohnologs having more

asymmetric expression shifts (up+cons and down+cons) differing more with respect to

the number of bTFBSs in their promoters compared to symmetrically evolving ohno-

logs (up+up, down+down, and cons+cons) (Fig. 2e). This offers a simple explanation of

expression divergence after WGD, where genes with decreased expression level have

lost TFBSs, and genes with increased expression have gained TFBSs, compared to the

ancestral promoter structure. Comparing the overall similarity of promoters, computed

as the correlation of bTFBS between symmetrically evolving (down+down) and asym-

metrically evolving (down+cons) ohnolog pairs, did not reveal a similar trend (Wil-

coxon test, p = 0.234, Additional file 1: Figure S16), which is consistent with high

turnover of bTFBS even for highly conserved genes [31].

Together these results support that evolutionary constraints at the coding sequence

divert ohnologs down different evolutionary routes towards novel gene dosage—either

in an asymmetric or symmetric fashion.

Adaptive gain in liver expression through acquisition of tissue-specific cis-regulatory

elements

Although the vast majority of adaptive expression evolution was associated with selec-

tion on lower gene dosage, our OU-analyses did reveal 30 ohnolog pairs where one

copy had evolved liver-specific adaptive gains in expression following WGD. These

genes are predicted to be involved in a variety of functions such as developmental pro-

cesses, cell fate specificity, and more liver-centric functions such as endocrine signaling

and lipid- and fatty-acid metabolism (Additional file 1: Table S5). To better understand

the regulatory mechanisms involved in the evolution of these potential novel liver func-

tions, we used our TF-footprinting data to test the hypothesis that adaptive gains in

liver expression are linked to the acquisition of binding sites for TFs controlling liver-

specific regulatory networks. Indeed, we found that promoters of up-shifted copies

were occupied by many more liver-specific TFs than their non-shifted partners (Fig. 3a,

Wilcoxon paired test, p = 7.7e-05). These liver-specific TFs are thus candidates for be-

ing involved in regulatory rewiring of up-shifted ohnologs (Fig. 3b). Interestingly, many

TFs with the strongest bias towards occupying the promoters of up-shifted ohnolog

copies have known general liver functions (i.e., hepatocyte nuclear factors; FOX1A,
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HNF4A) [32] and roles in lipid metabolism (RXR, PPARG, KLF15) [33, 34] (Fig. 3c, see

the “Methods” section for details).

Next, we hypothesized that liver-specific increases in expression are driven by gains

in new TFBSs. One way promoters can gain novel TFBSs is through insertions of TEs

that either contain a functional TFBS or subsequently accumulate mutations that give

rise to new TFBSs [35]. Indeed, we did find that TFBSs predicted to be bound by liver-

specific TFs overlapped TEs more often in up-shifted copies than in conserved copies

(Wilcoxon paired test, p = 0.037, Additional file 1: Figure S17A). Furthermore, at the

level of TE superfamilies we found that the TIR TC1-Mariner TE superfamily were as-

sociated with gain in liver-specific bTFBS in up-shifted copies (p = 0.018, Additional file

1: Figure S17B), which included known liver and lipid metabolism transcription factors

such as HNF4A, KLF15, and RXRA (Additional file 1: Table S6).

Fig. 3 Transcription factor binding site evolution. a The number of liver-specific TFs (56 in total) with at least one
bTFBS in the promoters of the 30 ohnologs with one liver-specific up-shifted copy (Up) or one conserved copy (Cons).
b Tissue expression of the 30 ohnolog pairs where one copy has evolved a liver-specific gain in expression (color bar:
up-shifted copies are red and conserved copies are gray) and 22 liver-specific TFs predicted to bind at least one-third
of the targets (purple). TFs are named according to their motif(s) in JASPAR. Liver-specific genes are defined as having
liver expression levels in the 90% quantile and tau-scores > 0.6. Each gene (row) is scaled so that red signifies the
highest expression across the tissues and blue the lowest. c Regulatory network reconstructed for the ohnologs and
selected TFs from b using footprinting data. Ohnologs are represented by circles sized by their regulatory complexity
(in-degree) and colored according to their evolutionary expression shift with red signifying up-shift and blue down-
shift. TFs are represented by diamonds with the nine most up-shift-biased TFs shown. A directed gray edge means
that the TF has at least one bTFBS in the promoter of the gene. A dotted undirected green edge connects ohnologs
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In conclusion, we find that adaptive gain in liver-specific expression is strongly asso-

ciated with gain in liver-specific bound TFBSs, some of which have been facilitated by

transposable element insertions.

Discussion
The consequence of WGDs for evolution of novel adaptations, including gene expres-

sion levels, has been an actively debated topic within evolutionary biology [1]. A key

challenge has been to distinguish neutral from adaptive evolution in systems where ex-

perimental evolution is not possible [12]. Here, we generated a large comparative tran-

scriptomics dataset and for the first time applied a formal phylogenetic model to infer

selection on gene expression in the aftermath of a vertebrate WGD that occurred 80–

100 million years ago.

Selection on gene dosage ameliorates immediate polyploid fitness costs

Newly formed polyploids often display augmented rates of abnormal mitosis, chromo-

some loss, and gross chromosomal rearrangements [36, 37]. Hence, a primary challenge

for the evolutionary success of polyploids is to maintain genomic stability. In line with

this, we find that adaptive evolution of gene expression was highly biased towards cellu-

lar functions not specific to the liver (Figs. 1e, f and 3b) and with a clear potential im-

pact on genome stability. Firstly, we find genes directly involved in the cell cycle to be

enriched for adaptive evolution (higher dosage). Related genes have experienced select-

ive sweeps following WGD in plants [38, 39]. Furthermore, we find strong evidence for

selection on genes involved in oxidative phosphorylation (lower dosage). Polyploidiza-

tion in plants, fungi, and mammalian cells have been shown to increase levels of react-

ive oxygen species, which is causally linked to increased cellular stress, cell cycle failure,

and increased genome instability [40–42]. Lastly, we find adaptive expression evolution

(lower dosage) for genes involved in translation (ribosome subunits and ribosome as-

sembly) after WGD. Regulation of translation also interacts with cell cycle regulation,

with potential implications for genome stability [43]. However, selection for decreased

expression of translation-related genes could also be linked to direct fitness costs of

wasteful protein translation or harmful effects linked to the over-production of particu-

lar proteins. Overall, our study provides evidence for a scenario where a critical first

step in becoming a successful polyploid lineage is pervasive adaptive evolution on gene

dosage to ameliorate fitness costs linked to genome stability.

Long-term ohnolog retention and selection on gene dosage

Following an early phase of selection on gene dosage, the long-term fates of ohnologs

can be shaped by various adaptive processes [21, 44], including adaptive regulatory evo-

lution. One potential outcome is adaptive divergence between ohnologs, resulting in

two functionally non-redundant ohnologs under purifying selection. Our results dem-

onstrate that tissue-specific shifts (up+cons) in expression are rare (Fig. 1c), and inter-

pret this to mean that adaptive evolution of novel tissue-specific regulation likely has

very little impact on genome wide ohnolog retention.

Selection on molecular stoichiometry has been proposed to play a major role in gen-

ome evolution after WGDs [30]. This narrative is supported by our finding that
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molecular complexes are both enriched for retained ohnologs and biased to include

only singletons or only ohnologs (Additional file 1: Figure S14). However, selection on

molecular stoichiometry could also drive evolution of gene expression. Indeed, we do

find some (but weak) support for selection on stoichiometric balance also operating

through selection for higher expression levels of singleton genes that are in complexes

with ohnologs (Additional file 1: Table S3, p = 0.07). Moreover, it is plausible that the

strong bias of “oxidative phosphorylation”-ohnologs towards highly asymmetric expres-

sion regulation also is linked to selection on stoichiometry (Fig. 2b, c). These genes are

nuclear encoded genes involved in energy-related functions in mitochondria. As WGDs

do not double the plastid numbers it has been proposed that in plants stoichiometric

imbalances between nuclear and plastid genomes act as selection pressure to reduce

the ratio of nuclear to plastid gene dosage following WGD [45]. In line with this rea-

soning, the driver behind the strong asymmetric down shift of “oxidative phosphoryl-

ation”-ohnologs could be the reinstatement of stoichiometric balance between the

nuclear and mitochondrial genes.

At the other end of the ohnolog expression evolution symmetry spectrum, we find

ohnologs belonging to the “ribosomal protein” pathway evolving lower expression in a

highly symmetric fashion (Fig. 2b, c). We also demonstrate a significant correlation be-

tween constraints at the coding sequence level and symmetry of ohnolog regulatory

evolution (Fig. 2d). This is in line with findings from plants that ribosomal proteins are

retained over long evolutionary times and evolve slowly at both sequence and expres-

sion levels following WGD [46]. One potential explanation for this pattern could be the

“toxic effects model” where long-term conservation of ohnologs is intrinsically linked

to the “danger” of accumulating highly toxic coding sequence mutations [47, 48]. We

therefore hypothesize that in situations where lowering the total gene dosage increases

fitness, and the tolerance for accumulation of deleterious mutations is low (i.e., the

toxic effect), symmetric ohnolog evolution towards lower gene dosage could be favored

over pseudogenization of one copy. Eventually, mutations can arise that create com-

pletely non-functional pseudogenes without toxic-effects, and these can then be fixed

in the population. This would result in an enrichment of singletons among genes that

are likely to produce toxic effects, as observed in plants [45].

Divergence of chromatin landscapes and ohnolog expression

Regulatory divergence after gene duplication is hypothesized to be linked to evolution

of local chromatin landscapes [18, 49]. Using ATAC-seq data we show that signals of

adaptive expression level shifts are associated with the numbers of bound TFBSs (Fig.

2e), consistent with a billboard-like model of gene regulation [50]. Furthermore, we

find that both loss of expression (Fig. 1h) and tissue-specific gains in expression level

(Additional file 1: Figure S17) is linked to TE activity, highlighting the dual role of TEs

in regulatory evolution following WGD.

Conclusion
Our study supports pervasive selection on gene dosage across millions of years follow-

ing WGD, in particular for genes involved in basic cellular maintenance and genome

stability. Interestingly, many of the homologous genes and pathways also show similar
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responses in gene dosage adjustments immediately after polyploidization in plants [16].

Reconciling these immediate effects of polyploidization with our findings strongly sup-

ports the following model: Plastic genome regulatory response to polyploidization alle-

viate immediate fitness costs following genome doubling. Since gene loss is absent in

early generations polyploids, and all genes are duplicated and in stoichiometric balance,

early plastic changes in gene regulatory phenotypes is likely a result of deleterious fit-

ness effects due to suboptimal absolute gene dosages. Over evolutionary time-scales

however, selection will favor and fix regulatory mutations that can “hard code” novel

transcriptional phenotypes to optimize gene dosages (as seen following the salmonid

WGD). Together, this paper points to critical genome regulatory adjustments for be-

coming a successful polyploid lineage.

Methods
Ortholog inference

For ortholog inference, we used thirteen species including six salmonids (Thymallus

thymallus, Hucho hucho, Salmo salar, Salvelinus sp., Oncorhynchus mykiss, and Onco-

rhynchus kisutch), four telosts as outgroups to the salmonids (Danio rerio, Oryzias

latipes, Gasterosteus aculeatus, and Esox lucius), one non-teleost fish (Lepisosteus ocu-

latus) and two mammals as outgroups to the teleosts (Homo sapiens and Mus muscu-

lus). We only report the genus name for the char (Salvelinus sp.) because it was

recently discovered that the material used for sequencing Salvelinus alpinus could have

been a very closely related sister species (Salvelinus malma) or a hybrid between the

two [51]. Protein sequences were obtained from ENSEMBL (release 92) for H. sapiens,

M. musculus, L. oculatus, D. rerio, O. latipes, and G. aculeatus, from NCBI RefSeq as-

semblies for S. salar (GCF_000233375.1), Salvelinus sp. (GCF_002910315.2), O. mykiss

(GCF_002163495.1), O. kisutch (GCF_002021735.1), and E. lucius (GCF_000721915.3),

from the genome paper for T. thymallus [52] and from an in-house annotation using

Transdecoder (https://github.com/TransDecoder/TransDecoder/wiki) for H. hucho

(GCA_003317085). The single longest protein per gene was assigned to gene ortholog

groups (orthogroups) using OrthoFinder (v2.3.1) [53]. For each orthogroup, the corre-

sponding CDS sequences were aligned using MACSE (v2.03) before gene trees were

generated and reconciled against the species tree using TreeBest (v1.9.2). The gene

trees were then split at the level of monophyletic teleost clades, defining what we refer

to as trees in this article, and again at the level of the salmonid clade (excluding T. thy-

mallus and H. hucho), defining the Ss4R duplicate clades. Trees were then selected

based on their topology (Additional file 1: Figure S1). Specifically, this filtered any trees

that showed more than two salmonid clades or that contained additional paralogs in-

side the salmonid clades or in the outgroup species. Trees with all orthologs retained in

the salmonid clade(s) were designated as complete, and otherwise as partial. In

addition, trees were excluded from further analysis if (1) one or both salmonid clades

had no expressed genes (zero mapped reads, RNA-seq data described below), (2) the E.

lucius ortholog was missing or not expressed, and (3) both the D. rerio and O. latipes

orthologs were missing or not expressed.
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RNA-sequencing data

Liver tissue samples were collected from adult individuals of D. rerio (zebrafish), O.

latipes (medaka), E. lucius (pike), O. mykiss (rainbow trout), S. alpinus (Arctic char),

and O. kisutch (coho salmon) (Fig. 1a). Samples were taken in replicates of four, or

three in the case of rainbow trout. All fish were raised in fresh water under standard

rearing conditions in aquaculture facilities (salmonids), animal laboratory facilities (zeb-

rafish and medaka), or restocking hatcheries (pike). Total RNA was extracted from the

liver samples using the RNeasy Plus Universal Kit (QIAGEN). Quality was determined

on a 2100 Bioanalyzer using the RNA 6000 Nano Kit (Agilent). Concentration was de-

termined using a Nanodrop 8000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). cDNA librar-

ies were prepared using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA HT Sample Prep Kit (Illumina).

Library mean length was determined by running on a 2100 Bioanalyzer using the DNA

1000 Kit (Agilent) and library concentration was determined with the Qbit BR Kit

(Thermo Scientific). Paired-end sequencing of sample libraries was completed on an

Illumina HiSeq 2500 with 125-bp reads. Raw RNA-seq and processed count data have

been deposited into ArrayExpress under the projects E-MTAB-8959 and E-MTAB-

8962. For S. salar (Atlantic salmon), RNA-seq data was obtained from a feeding trial

using four samples from individuals in freshwater fed a marine based diet [54], available

in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under project PRJEB24480 (samples:

ERS2101563, ERS2101567, ERS2101568, ERS2101569).

To generate gene expression data, RNA-seq reads were mapped to the annotated ref-

erence genomes using the STAR aligner with default settings [55]. RSEM [56] was used

to estimate read counts and Transcripts Per Million reads (TPM)-expression values

that are normalized for average transcript lengths and the total number of reads from

each sample.

The trimmed mean of M values (TMM), from the R package edgeR [57], was used to

compute normalization factors for the gene expression data. The replicates were first

normalized within each species and then between species (Additional file 1: Figure S2).

Between-species normalization was accomplished by first computing species-specific

normalization factors using genes from singleton orthogroups (i.e., groups containing

only one gene from each species) and their mean expression values (i.e., mean of the

replicates within each species), and then by normalizing the individual replicates from

each species using these normalization factors. All expression values were log trans-

formed (log2(TPM+0.01)) prior to testing for expression shifts.

Evolutionary shifts in gene expression

The EVE model [22] was used to test for shifts in gene expression levels in the sal-

monid clade(s) within each gene tree. For this paper, we developed and implemented a

user friendly version of the EVE algorithm in R (https://gitlab.com/sandve-lab/

evemodel). This method models an OU process, i.e., random drift in expression level

that is constrained around an optimal level. The test compares a model with two opti-

mal expression levels, one for the salmonid branch and another for the outgroup spe-

cies, against the null-model which has the same optimal expression level across the

entire tree (Additional file 1: Figure S3C). For ohnolog gene trees which contain two
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duplicate salmonid clades, each clade was tested separately by removing the other sal-

monid clade.

EVE was given the expression data for each species (four samples/replicates per spe-

cies) and the species tree produced by OrthoFinder. For every ortholog, a likelihood ra-

tio test (LRT) score is calculated, representing the likelihood of the alternative

hypothesis over the null hypothesis. LRT scores were compared to a chi-squared distri-

bution with one degree of freedom and scores above the 95% quantile were considered

to be significant. EVE reports estimates of the expression optimum for the salmonid

branch and the rest of the tree (i.e., outgroup species), and the difference between sal-

monid estimates and outgroup estimates provided the direction of the expression shift.

Tissue atlas

Gene expression data from an Atlantic salmon tissue atlas [17] was clustered using

Pearson correlation and the R function hclust with method = “ward.D”. Heatmaps were

drawn using the R function pheatmap with scale = “row”.

Coding sequence selection pressure

We estimated branch-specific selection pressure on coding sequences in ohnolog gene

trees by calculating dN/dS measured at the branch from the WGD node to the root of

each duplicate clade using the aBSREL (adaptive Branch-Site Random Effects Likelihood)

method [58] in Hyphy (Hypothesis Testing using Phylogenies) [59]. A one-sided paired

Wilcoxon test was then performed to test if there is a difference in selection pressure be-

tween ohnolog pairs classified as asymmetrically shifted at the expression level.

Transposable elements

Transposable element (TE) annotations were taken from [17]. For Atlantic salmon

genes, we calculated the proportion of gene promoter sequence (+ 2 kb/−200b from

TSS) that was overlapped with TEs using bedtools intersect of promoter and TE anno-

tations. We used a one-sided paired Wilcoxon test to test the hypothesis that, for ohno-

logs with an asymmetric shift down in expression, the shifted copy had a higher

proportion of TE overlap than the conserved copy.

Gene function enrichment

We assigned KEGG pathway annotations to the orthogroups based on the Northern

pike ortholog and its KEGG annotations. We then tested each set of ohnologs within

an expression shift category for the enrichment of KEGG pathways using the kegga

function from the R package limma, with all tested ohnologs as the background.

Protein complexes

We assigned orthogroups as being in a protein complex or not based on the human

ortholog and its protein complex annotations from the CORUM database [60]. We

used the Fisher’s exact test, for singleton and ohnolog genes, to test whether more

genes within an expression shift category were in a protein complex than expected by

chance. To test if complexes were biased towards only containing singletons or only
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ohnologs, we randomized the singleton/ohnolog label 10,000 times and reported empir-

ical p-values.

ATAC-seq generation and TF footprinting

Four Atlantic salmon (freshwater stage, 26–28 g) were euthanized using a Schedule 1

method following the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. Around 50-mg homog-

enized brain and liver tissue was processed to extract nuclei using the Omni-ATAC

protocol for frozen tissues [61]. Nuclei were counted on an automated cell counter

(TC20 BioRad, range 4–6 um) and further confirmed intact under microscope. A total

of 50,000 nuclei were used in the transposition reaction including 2.5 μL Tn5 enzyme

(Illumina Nextera DNA Flex Library Prep Kit), incubated for 30 min at 37 °C in a

shaker at 200 rpm. The samples were purified with the MinElute PCR purification kit

(Qiagen) and eluted in 12 μL elution buffer. qPCR was used to determine the optimal

number of PCR cycles for library preparation [62] (8–10 cycles used). Sequencing li-

braries were prepared with short fragments and fragments > 1000 bp removed using

AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Inc.). Fragment length distributions and confirm-

ation of nucleosome banding patterns were determined on a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent)

and the library concentration estimated using a Qubit system (Thermo Scientific). Li-

braries were sent to the Norwegian Sequencing Centre, where paired-end 2 × 75 bp se-

quencing was done on an Illumina HiSeq 4000. The raw sequencing data for brain and

liver is available through ArrayExpress (Accession: E-MTAB-9001).

Reads were mapped using BWA-MEM [63]. Duplicate reads and reads mapping to

mitochondrial or unplaced scaffolds were removed. Peaks were called using MACS2

[64]. TF footprinting was performed with TOBIAS [65] based on the aligned reads,

peaks, and TF motifs from JASPAR (JASPAR 2020 non-redundant vertebrate CORE

PFMs) [66]. TOBIAS performs Tn5 bias correction, generates footprint scores for each

base within the peaks, scans for TFBSs using the given TF motifs, and finally classifies

each TFBS as bound or unbound based on the footprint scores.

For the analysis of ohnolog pairs with evolved liver-specific expression increases in

one copy, we identified 30 up+cons pairs (60 target genes) where the liver expression

of the up-copy was at least 90% of the maximum expression in the tissue atlas and the

up-copy had a tissue specificity score (tau) > 0.6 [17]. To identify regulators of these

genes, we BLASTed UniProt TF sequences with a motif in JASPAR to the Atlantic sal-

mon proteome, and retained the top four hits with E-value <1E−10 and alignment

length > 100. We then filtered these TFs for having bTFBS in the promoter of at least

20 of the target genes and for having liver-specific expression (same criteria as for up-

targets). This resulted in 22 liver-specific TFs predicted to bind 17 different JASPAR

motifs in 52 target promoters (Fig. 3b, c). Finally, to draw the network in Fig. 3c, we (1)

selected, for each JASPAR motif, the single TF with the strongest evolutionary shift in

expression; (2) removed JASPAR motifs with highly similar binding profiles (> 80%

overlap in target genes, retaining the TF with the strongest evolutionary shift); and (3)

merged TFs associated with more than one JASPAR motif into one node and selected

the nine TFs with the strongest bias towards up-shifted targets.
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Abstract 

 

Background: Armed with sequence motifs that can function as, or evolve into, cis-regulatory 

elements (CRE), transposable elements (TEs) hold great potential for impacting the evolution of 

genome regulation. Salmonid genomes have a high TE content (~50%), and interestingly, a burst 

of salmonid-specific TE activity is linked to an ancestral whole genome duplication (WGD) event 

~100 Mya. Here we use open chromatin as detected through ATAC-seq as an indicator of 

regulatory activity to investigate the role of TEs in CRE evolution in Atlantic salmon and in the 

context of the WGD event. 

Results: In general, open chromatin regions were >2 fold depleted in TE sequences compared to 

the overall TE content in the genome. We identified 61,309 regions of open chromatin 

overlapping TEs (TE-CREs), of which 82% were specific to liver (43%) or brain (39%). Tissue-

shared TE-CREs originated from older TE insertions compared to tissue-specific TE-CREs and 

were four times more likely to overlap with promoters. The relative contribution to the TE-CRE 

evolution differed among TEs. At the superfamily-level, Tc1-Mariners were highly depleted in TE-

CREs relative to their genomic copy numbers, while one DNA transposon (hAT) and two 

retrotransposon superfamilies (Nimb, Gypsy) were enriched in TE-CREs relative to their copy 

numbers. At the subfamily-level, 174 TEs (16% of all subfamilies) were classified as TE-CRE 

‘superspreaders’, and these accounted for 46% of all TE-CREs. Most of these (110 subfamilies) 

were likely active after the WGD, however we did not observe a general burst of superspreader 

transposition activity coinciding with the WGD. Enrichment analyses of bound transcription 

factor binding sites (TFBS) showed that 43% and 58% of superspreader TE subfamilies had at 

least one enriched TFBS in brain and liver, respectively (mean of 15 enriched TFBS in brain and 

21 in liver). Finally, TFBS motifs with strong genome-wide occupancy in brain were rarely found 

within TE sequences. 

Conclusion: Most TE-CREs have evolved within old copies of TEs, with little support for the 

hypothesis that the WGD-associated bursts of TE activity contributed substantially to the 

evolution of the cis-regulatory landscape. However, we do find compelling evidence for specific 

TE subfamilies acting as ‘superspreaders’ of CREs, and that tissue-specific selective pressures 

have been important in shaping evolution of the TE-associated CRE landscape.  
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Introduction 

Transposable elements (TEs) are a diverse group of mobile genetic elements capable of self-

replication or replication through co-optation of host molecular machinery. They can be 

subdivided into two classes based on their replication mechanism (copy-paste or cut-and-paste) 

(Wicker et al. 2007). TEs can be found in almost all known genomes (Aziz et al. 2010; Bourque et 

al. 2018), and typically make up a significant proportion of eukaryotic genomes (Feschotte and 

Pritham 2007). Their common ability to replicate and move within the host genome, makes TEs 

potent actors in genome and organismal evolution. TEs contribute to evolution in many ways by; 

generating novel protein coding genes (Elisaphenko et al. 2008) or small RNAs (Qin et al. 2015), 

modulating chromatin structure (Diehl et al. 2020), rearranging genome structure (Bourque et 

al. 2018), as well as supplying “raw material” for gene regulatory evolution in the form of cis-

regulatory elements (CREs) (Bourque et al. 2018; Cosby et al. 2019; Feschotte 2008; Chuong et 

al. 2017; Sundaram and Wysocka 2020; Diehl et al. 2020).  

A CRE is usually defined as a genomic region containing one or several specific DNA sequence 

motifs  - i.e. short stretches of roughly similar DNA sequence -   that modify the regulation of genes. 

These genes can be in close proximity to the CRE but sometimes also several megabases apart, as 

in the case of long-range enhancers-promoter interactions (Visel et al. 2009). CREs impact gene 

regulation when bound by transcription factors (TFs). TF recognise DNA motifs which are often 

conserved across species. These proteins can regulate gene expression through various 

mechanism (Spitz and Furlong 2012), e.g. by recruiting or hindering molecules that increase 

transcription (e.g. RNA-polymerases), or by modulating the chromatin structure (Morimoto 

1992).  

Studies in mammalian systems have provided deep insights into the role of TEs in CRE-evolution 

and the potency of TE derived CREs (TE-CREs) to regulate gene expression (reviewed in (Fueyo 

et al. 2022) ). For example, as much as 40% of the genomic binding sites of TFs in mouse and 

human have been shown to be within TEs (Sundaram et al. 2014), and as many as 19% of TF 

binding sites (TFBS) for pluripotency factors are located in TEs (Kunarso et al. 2010; Sundaram 

et al. 2017). Interestingly, in mammals distinct TEs have been associated with gene regulation 

during development (usually younger TEs) compared to in adult somatic tissues (usually older 

TEs, reviewed in (Fueyo et al. 2022)), suggesting different evolutionary pressures on TEs with 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=44535&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=393841,6048174&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=393841,6048174&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=43423&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=43423&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=8742433,8696848&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=3993082&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=8696848&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6048174&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6048174&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6048174,7396191,326456,2685971,8301231,8696848&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0,0,0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6048174,7396191,326456,2685971,8301231,8696848&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0,0,0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=44495&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=120268&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=7396191,13594771&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=7396191,13594771&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12585906&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12585906&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=463601&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=511400,3611240&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=511400,3611240&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12585906&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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distinct regulatory roles. Nevertheless, we still have limited understanding of TE-CRE evolution 

in most non-mammalian vertebrate systems.  

The genomes of the Atlantic salmon (salmo salar) and other salmonid fish is an interesting study 

system for TE evolution. Salmonid genomes have a relatively high repeat content (est. 50-60%) 

(Lien et al. 2016), and they share a whole genome duplication (WGD) event in a common ancestor 

around 80-100mya (Lien et al. 2016). Intriguingly, this WGD coincided with a major invasion of 

Tc1-mariner elements and this observation has led to the hypothesis that post-WGD TE activity 

was a major driver of regulatory divergence between gene duplicates. Indeed, in a recent study, 

we find support for TE accumulation in promoters being associated with gene duplicate 

regulatory divergence in several ways, both downregulation and liver-specific increase of gene 

expression levels (Gillard et al. 2021). However, a systematic interrogation of the TE-CRE 

landscape evolution, and in particular the coupling to the WGD, is still lacking.  

In this study we therefore use ATAC-seq data to define CREs and study TE-CRE evolution in two 

tissues (brain and liver) with very different rates of gene regulatory evolution (Wang et al. 2020). 

Our results do not support a model of TE-driven gene regulatory rewiring shortly after the WGD 

but find that 10% of the TE-families have TE-CRE ‘superspreading’ abilities. Furthermore, our 

study sheds light on selective pressures that shape tissue-specific selective constraints in TE-CRE 

evolution.  

 

Results 

The TE-CRE landscape of Atlantic salmon 

In order to investigate the contributions of different TEs to CRE evolution, we first characterised 

the TE landscape of the salmon genome using an updated version of the existing TE annotation 

from (Lien et al. 2016). The total transposable element annotation covered 51.92% of the genome. 

Consistent with previous findings (Goodier and Davidson 1994; Lien et al. 2016), the dominating 

TE group was DNA transposons from the Tc1-Mariner superfamily with >655,000 copies, 

covering 327 million base pairs, just shy of 10% of the genome (Figure 1A-C). The genomic 

context of TE insertions was heavily biassed towards intergenic and intronic regions, with only a 

minor fraction of TEs located in promoters (+1000/-200 bp from transcription start sites) (Figure 

1D). An exception to this pattern was the Nimb retrotransposon superfamily, for which 18% of 

the copies were found in promoter regions (Figure 1D). 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1436568&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1436568&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10886234&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10009882&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1436568&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10287232,1436568&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
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Figure 1. Overview of the genomic TE landscape. A) Superfamily level overview of TE annotations in the 

Atlantic salmon genome. Number of TE subfamilies per superfamily in square brackets. B) TE insertions per 

superfamily. C) Annotated base pairs at the TE superfamily level. D) TE annotations (bp proportions) 

overlapping different genomic contexts. Genomic baseline is the proportion of the entire genomic sequence 

that is assigned to the four genomic contexts.  

 

Active CREs in tissues and cells are associated with elevated chromatin accessibility (McGhee et 

al. 1981; Keene et al. 1981; Buenrostro et al. 2013). To study the contribution of TEs to the salmon 

CRE landscape, we therefore integrated our TE annotation with annotations of accessible 

chromatin regions that we identified using ATAC-seq data of tissue samples from liver and brain 

(ENA accession number E-MTAB-9001). This revealed a large depletion of TEs in accessible 

chromatin. If TEs were randomly distributed in the genome with respect to accessible chromatin, 

we would expect ~52% of accessible chromatin to overlap with TEs. However, ATAC-seq from 

brain and liver showed that only <20% of the TE insertions overlapped with regions of accessible 

chromatin (Figure 2A), with liver having the largest proportion of annotated TEs in accessible 

chromatin.  

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=829419,829418,78957&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=829419,829418,78957&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0
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Figure 2. TE-CRE landscape. A) The proportion of base pairs overlapping TEs, either out of all genome-wide 

bp or those within an ATAC-seq peak.  B) Cartoon showing how TE-CREs are defined as ATAC-seq peak summits 

overlapping with a TE. C) Proportion of peak summits overlapping TEs by tissue. D) Number of TE-CREs per 

tissue and TE-CREs found in both tissues. E) Proportion of shared and tissue-specific TE-CREs in promoter  vs. 

intergenic regions. F) TE superfamilies of the TE-CREs. G) The number of insertions per superfamily plotted 

against the number of CREs in each superfamily. The shaded area is a 95% confidence level interval (linear 

model, geom_smooth() function in ggplot), with those superfamilies below the line significantly enriched in 

TE-CREs and those above significantly depleted. 

We narrowed in on a set of TE copies overlapping local genomic peaks in chromatin accessibility 

either in promoter regions or intergenic regions (putative enhancers) (Figure 2B). These were 

defined as putative TE-CREs. In line with the analyses of TE overlap with any accessible chromatin 

(Figure 2A), the proportion of ATAC-seq peaks overlapping TEs was higher in liver compared to 

brain (Figure 2C), and the absolute number of TE-CREs was higher in liver than in brain (Figure 

2D). Of a total of 61,309 TE-CREs, 18% were shared between tissues, 39% were brain-specific, 

and 43% were liver-specific (Figure 2D). Tissue-shared TE-CREs were about 4-fold 

overrepresented in promoters (i.e. close to genes) compared to the tissue-specific TE-CREs 

(Figure 2E), in line with recent studies on mammalian CRE landscapes (Roller et al. 2021).  

Finally, we assessed the contribution by specific TE superfamilies to the TE-CRE landscape 

(Figure 2F). Overall, the TE superfamilies with high genomic copy numbers contributed the most 

to TE-CREs and vice versa (Figure 2G). However, a few superfamilies contributed substantially 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10521104&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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less (RIC and DTT) or more (RIN, RLG, DTA) to TE-CREs compared to expectations where TE-CRE 

numbers are a simple linear function of the number of genomic copies (Figure 2G). For example, 

although Tc1-Mariners (DTT) is the dominating TE superfamily (representing ~10% of the TE 

copies in the genome), this superfamily only represented 4% of the TE-CREs. Yet, other 

superfamilies such as hAT DNA transposons (DTA), as well as Nimb (RIN) and Gypsy (RLG) 

retrotransposons, are contributing disproportionately to the total TE-CRE landscape (Figure 2G). 

The most extreme being the Nimb superfamily, which despite being among the smallest 

superfamilies in terms of total copy numbers ranks seventh (out of 28) on the list of TE-CRE 

contributors. 

 

Some TE subfamilies are CRE “superspreaders” 

TEs within a superfamily share certain structural and biological characteristics, yet there can be 

large differences among TE subfamilies in when they are active and their potential for 

contributing to CRE evolution (Fueyo et al. 2022). Therefore, to further characterise the 

subfamily-level TE-CRE evolution, we identified TE subfamilies enriched in open chromatin: so-

called TE-CRE superspreaders. Among the 1119 TE subfamilies with >500 genomic copies, only 

178 TE subfamilies (16%) were identified as being situated in accessible chromatin more often 

than expected by chance (Figure 3A). About half of these TE subfamilies were enriched in open 

chromatin in both tissues (88 subfamilies), and 76% (69 subfamilies) of the tissue-specific 

enrichments were specific to liver (Figure 3A). As the proportion of unclassified repeats (XXX) 

among the CRE-superspreading TE-families was high (101 subfamilies), manual curation of all 

178 TE subfamilies were carried out. This effort resulted in four unclassified subfamilies being 

discarded, and a reduction of unclassified subfamilies to 34, though many could only be classified 

confidently to the level of TE order (Supplementary table 1). In total, the 174 curated 

superspreaders, representing only 11% of the large TE subfamilies (>500 copies), contributed to 

46% of all TE-CREs (27,960/61,309) in the genome (Figure 3B). 

 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12585906&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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Figure 3. TE subfamilies enriched in open chromatin. A) TE subfamilies plotted according to fold-

enrichment within ATAC-seq peaks in brain and liver. TE subfamilies are assigned into categories based on 

enrichment in liver, brain or both. B) Number of TE-CREs contributed by superspreaders vs. other TE 

subfamilies. *16% is calculated based on inclusion of large subfamilies (>500 copies) only and removal of four 

subfamilies after manual curation and inspection of TE consensus alignments. C-F) Proportion of bp 

overlapping TEs from each enrichment category around peak summits in intergenic or promoter regions. 

Further dissecting the genomic context of tissue-shared and tissue-specific TE-CREs originating 

from superspreaders revealed that tissue-shared TE-CREs were more common closer to TSS (i.e. 

promoters) while tissue-specific TE-CREs were biassed against intergenic regions (putative 

enhancer regions) (Figure3 E-F, lower vs. upper panels). This is in line with CRE-evolution in 

mammals where tissue-shared CREs have been conserved for longer time-scales (Roller et al. 

2021).  

 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10521104&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10521104&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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The evolutionary timing of TE-CRE superspreader activity 

One of the key questions we set out to answer was the role of WGD-associated TE activity in TE-

CRE evolution. To distinguish between TE subfamilies that were active before or after the WGD, 

we estimated the time of insertion based on sequence similarity, focussing on the TE-CRE 

superspreader subfamilies (Figure 4A). Since estimation of the age of an individual TE insertion 

is inherently difficult, we tried two different methods: a Nearest-neighbour calculation, where 

each insertion is compared with the five most similar copies, and the similarity to consensus 

reported from RepeatMasker. We assessed the two methods by testing the expectation that TE 

subfamilies with more recent activity (more active after WGD) should have a lower proportion of 

insertions at syntenic position in their duplicated region compared to TE subfamilies with highly 

divergent copies. Correlation between aligned TE-CREs and the rank order of TE activity age 

showed highly significant correlation for the Repeatmasker similarity estimate (Figure 4A), but 

none with the alternative method. 

Moving forward with the RepeatMasker similarity estimates, we ranked TEs according to this 

proxy for TE activity age (Figure 4B). Given previous estimates of ~87% mean sequence 

similarity of duplicated genomic regions from the salmonid WGD  (Lien et al. 2016), 63% of the 

CRE-superspreader TE subfamilies were likely mainly active after the WGD. Yet, at the level of 

subfamilies, we did not find a clear “TE activity shift” around the the ~87% for the TE-CRE 

superspreaders. In fact, the CRE-superspreader TEs were not active more recently in time than 

other TEs (Figure 4C). At the superfamily level, we find some differences in the proportion of TE-

CRE superspreader subfamilies active prior to or following the salmonid WGD. The majority of 

CRE superspreader subfamilies belonging to hAT (DTA) and Tc1-Mariner (DTT) superfamilies, 

were active post WGD, while the highly potent CRE-superspreaders from the Nimb (RIN) 

superfamily were all likely active prior to the WGD (Figure 4D). 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1436568&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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Figure 4. The relative age of TE-superspreaders. A) Barplot of proportion of TE-CREs with a genomic 

alignment in the duplicated genomic region. P-value of the correlation between proportion of aligned TE-CREs 

and RepeatMasker similarity estimates are reported. B) Heatmap of the similarity distributions of CRE-

superspreader subfamilies to their annotating consensus. C) Distribution of sequence divergence among TE 

copies from the same TE subfamily. Colours indicate if TEs are classified as a TE-CRE superspreader (both, 

brain, liver) or not (None). D) Distribution of proportions of TE subfamilies enriched in open chromatin by pre- 

and post-WGD activity and superfamily. 

 

TE-CRE distribution is not uniform within TE-sequences 

One way TEs can impact TE-CRE evolution is if TEs contain particular sequences that function as 

transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) and then spread these TFBSs throughout the genome 

as the TE reproduces (Sundaram and Wysocka 2020; Feschotte 2008; Chuong et al. 2017). Under 

this scenario, we would expect that TE-CREs are distributed non-randomly along the TE 

sequence, and we would expect to observe a strong signal of accessible chromatin locally along 

the TE consensus sequences. To explore this we first calculated, for each base in consensus 

sequences of TE-CRE superspreaders, the number of genomic copies of this base in accessible 

chromatin. We then normalised for the TE consensus length and visualised this in a heatmap 

(Figure 5A). In general we found that chromatin accessibility varies locally across most of the TE 

consensus sequence, supporting that particular regions of these TEs harbour sequences that 

functions as TFBSs. However, it is important to note that consensus length normalisation impacts 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=8301231,326456,2685971&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0
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the visual impression of how local the signal of chromatin accessibility is across the TE (Figure 

5B). Hence, intense local signals in the longest TEs could be similar in size (in base pairs) to more 

diffuse signals (i.e. spread out) in shorter TEs. 

 

Figure 5. Coverage distribution of base pairs in open chromatin and genomic sequence for TE-CRE 

superspreaders. A) Heatmap of the ratio between open chromatin sequence- and genomic sequence 

coverage of each base pair of consensus sequences of “superspreader” TE-families, clustered based on ATAC-

seq coverage profile. B-E) Examples of genomic sequence coverage (top panels with black dots) and open 

chromatin sequence coverage in brain (red) and liver (blue) for consensus sequences from four TE subfamilies 

selected as examples of different types of profile. 

The distribution of accessible chromatin across each TE subfamily consensus sequence does not 

show strong associations with TE taxonomy (Figure 5A). However, TE subfamilies with accessible 

chromatin in the last half of the consensus sequence tend to be retrotransposons rather than DNA 

transposons (top 25% rows in Figure 5A). Manual inspection of individual TE subfamilies 

confirmed that the majority have highly non-uniform per-base coverage at the genomic level as 

well as at the level of bases in accessible chromatin. Three examples of this are the two 

retroelements Ssa_0383 (LTR-Gypsy) and Ssa_0449 (LINE-Togen), as well as the unclassified 

Ssa_1833 element (Figure 5C-E). The TE-CREs contributed by these TE subfamilies are clearly 

highly biassed towards sequences from particular parts of the TE, and in some cases these parts 

have tissue-specific chromatin accessibility (Figure 5C and 5E). In contrast, the brain-enriched 
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Ssa_0672 subfamily (a DNA transposon of undetermined superfamily) is a good example of a TE 

having more uniform genomic coverage, but with parts of the consensus (in this case the start) 

biassed towards being accessible chromatin and thus contributing more to TE-CREs. 

 

TE-contribution to TFBS motifs  

As many TE-families had a clear bias in which regions of the TE-sequence that contributed to TE-

CREs (i.e. were in open chromatin, Figure 5), we expected these TE-family regions to contribute 

to the spread of different transcription factor binding sites (TFBS). To better understand how TEs 

have contributed to TFBS evolution, we used the ATAC-seq data to perform TF-footprinting. For 

each potential TFBS in the genome (from the jaspar database (Castro-Mondragon et al. 2022) ) 

we determined (i) if this was within a TE (or not) and (ii) if the TFBS was bound by a TF 

(determined by chromatin accessibility signal and TF-footprinting) or not. Using the entire 

genome as a background in a Fisher test, we then tested which TFBS were represented more than 

expected by chance in each TE subfamily. All 746 TFBS motifs from jaspar were enriched in at 

least one TE subfamily in both tissues (FDR p-value<0.01, odds-ratio > 2) and about ~55% 

(996/1839) and ~66% (1207/1839) of TE subfamilies had at least one enriched TFBS in brain 

and liver, respectively (Figure 6 A-B). When classifying TEs as having enrichment of TFBSs in one 

or both tissues, the majority had enriched TFBSs in both tissues (minimum one in each tissue), 

but only a minority (3%) had brain-specific TFBSs enrichment (Figure 6C). 

 

Since TE-CRE superspreaders (i.e., the 174 TE subfamilies enriched in accessible chromatin left 

after weeding out technical artefacts) have contributed to a large proportion of the TE-CRE 

landscape, we asked if this set of TEs is particularly enriched for TFBSs. Indeed, TE-CRE 

superspreading subfamilies had substantially higher number of enriched TFBSs compared to 

other TE-families (Figure 6D), and TEs enriched in open chromatin in both tissues had more 

enriched TFBS compared to TEs enriched in only a single tissue (Figure 6D). The numbers of 

enriched TFBS varied widely, from >600 to only a few per TE for the TE-CRE superspreader 

subfamilies. TF-footprint measurements are dependent on the level of chromatin accessibility, 

and thus, it is possible that very high numbers of TFBS enrichments could be explained by very 

high levels of chromatin accessibility. This was supported when looking at the relationship 

between per base mean coverage of accessible chromatin across TE-consensus sequences and the 

number of enriched TFBSs per TE subfamily (Figure 6E). 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12099293&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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Figure 6. TE contribution to transcription factor binding sites. A-B) Distributions of enriched TFBSs in 

TEs in liver and brain tissues. C) Number of TEs enriched with TFBS enriched in liver and brain (both), only 

single tissues, or no enriched TFBSs. D) Distribution of the number of TFBSs enriched per TE. TEs are 

categorised by enrichment of TEs in open chromatin. E) Relationship between the number of enriched TFBS 

per TE and the level of chromatin accessibility, calculated as mean ATAC-seq coverage across the entire TE 

consensus sequences across liver and brain. F) Correlation between the proportion of TFBS motifs found in TEs 

using FIMO and the genome wide TF footprint signal for the TFs predicted to bind these TFBSs.  

A key trend is the smaller role of TEs in TFBS evolution in brain compared to the liver (Figure 6 

A-D), which is in line with the general patterns from all TE-CRE analyses (Figure 2C, 2D, 3A). One 

explanation could be that the brain gene regulatory networks are under stronger selective 

constraints. One expectation from this hypothesis would be that TFBSs with strong brain bias in 

occupancy of TFs, i.e. regulatory networks with particular importance for brain function, would 

be depleted in TE sequences (disregarding if the TFBS is in open or closed chromatin). To test 

this, we correlated the genome-wide TFBS occupancy signal from the TF-footprinting analyses 

with the proportion of TFBS in TE sequences (Figure 6F). As a quality control, we used known 

tissue maintenance TFs from mouse (Zhou et al. 2017) and confirmed that we recapitulate tissue-

differences in TFBS occupancy for these TFs (Figure 6F). Indeed, the correlation between 

proportion of TFBS in TEs and genome-wide TFBS occupancy points to a clear trend; if TFBSs 

have a strong occupancy signature in brain compared to liver (data points to the left in Figure 6F), 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=3507362&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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these TFBSs were not commonly found in TEs. This result supports the idea that brain-specific 

selective constraints could explain the tissue-specific differences in TE-CRE evolution.  

 

Discussion 

Unique and shared features between salmon and mammalian TE-CRE 

landscapes 

Our efforts to map out the TE-associated CRE-landscape in Atlantic salmon revealed strong 

similarities to trends seen in studies of mammalian genomes, but also highlighted unique features 

of the salmonid TE-CRE landscape. Our study identified 61,309 putative TE-derived CREs, which 

constituted about 15-20% of the total CREs in brain and liver (Figure 2A, 2C). Although 

quantitative comparisons of TE contribution to CREs are made somewhat complicated by 

differences in study systems and data, this agrees well with the most readily comparable study to 

ours (Sundaram et al. 2014) that finds around 20% of TE-CREs in mammalian cells, as defined by 

overlaps between ChIP-seq summits and transposable elements. Among the TE-CREs, the vast 

majority were classified as enhancers in that they were located far from  transcription start sites 

of genes (Figure 2E). This has also been shown in previous studies (Nishihara 2019; Sundaram 

and Wysocka 2020).  

Relatively few (10%) TE subfamilies had contributed to ~40% of the TE-CREs. These were 

referred to as TE-CRE ‘superspreaders’ and classified according to their contribution to tissue-

specific or tissue-shared TE-CREs. Consistent with previous findings (Sundaram and Wysocka 

2020), TEs contributing a lot to the CREs landscape are relatively old (Figure 4C), and tissue-

shared CREs have higher evolutionary stability (i.e. are older) compared to tissue-specific CREs 

(Figure 4B and 4C) (Roller et al. 2021). Hence, regulatorily inactive TEs are younger than TEs 

involved in liver-specific regulation, which are younger than those involved in brain-specific 

regulation which are themselves younger than those involved in regulation in both tissues (Figure 

4B). This seems to generally reflect the rate of evolution of gene expression seen in mammals, 

where liver gene regulation evolves fast, brain gene regulation typically evolves much slower, and 

genes expressed across multiple tissues, such as housekeeping genes, have highly conserved 

regulation across deep evolutionary distances (Brawand et al. 2011; Berthelot et al. 2018; Wang 

et al. 2020).  

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=463601&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=7701157,8301231&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=7701157,8301231&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=8301231&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=8301231&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10521104&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=462691,4544603,10009882&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=462691,4544603,10009882&pre=&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0,0
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Previous studies in mammals have found strong association between CRE-evolution and LINE 

elements in mammals (Roller et al. 2021). In our study we also find a LINE element, the Nimb 

superfamily elements, to be highly active in spreading CREs (see RIN elements in Figure 2 F and 

G), particularly in promoters (Figure 1 D). Nimb elements have been previously noted to have 

signals of exaptation in amniotes and humans, (Frith 2022) but the density we find here is 

remarkable. In contrast with studies of mammals, we do also find that some DNA transposons 

have contributed a lot to the CRE landscape, namely the hAT transposons (Figure 2G). This result 

is heavily influenced by a relatively few “superspreader” hAT subfamilies, and the precise reason 

for this enrichment is not obvious. It bears noting that the earliest discovered member of the hAT 

superfamily was Ac, or Activator, and that these were among the earliest transposons discovered 

(Rubin et al. 2001; McClintock 1950), with a clear biological effect. Further studies into Nimb and 

hAT elements should focus on functional validation of these elements as transcriptional 

regulators. 

 

No acute TE-associated spread of novel CRE elements following WGD 

One of our working hypotheses was that the increased activity of Tc1-Mariner elements could 

have been important in rewiring the gene regulatory landscape following WGD. Many of our 

“superspreader” TE subfamilies appear to have been significantly active after the salmonid-

specific whole genome duplication (Figure 4B), however, there is no clear increase in CRE-

spreading TE-activity at the time of/shortly after the WGD (which is estimated to be around 10-

13% similarity in Figure 4B based on sequence similarity estimates of duplicated regions from 

(Lien et al. 2016)). More interestingly, the Tc1-Mariner superfamily is quite depleted in TE-CREs 

compared to the number of genomic insertions (Figure 2G). This is in line with other studies 

which have shown that the Tc1-Mariner superfamily does not contain many TBFSs (Zeng et al. 

2018; Simonti et al. 2017). Yet, as the sheer number of Tc1-Mariner elements is huge, this 

superfamily has contributed to ~3500 TE-CREs. Hence a role in regulatory differentiation of 

duplicated genes after the WGD therefore remains plausible, and warrants a more careful 

examination integrating gene expression data with TE-CREs.  

 

Selection on TE-CRE repertoire in Atlantic salmon 

An interesting question is to what extent evolution of TE-CREs is non-neutral and shaped by 

selection. Although we cannot measure this experimentally in salmonids, several of our analyses 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10521104&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13542527&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=2739970,43972&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1436568&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6113006,7245664&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6113006,7245664&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
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shed light on the role of selection on TE-CREs. Firstly, negative selection of TE insertions (i.e. 

selection to remove TEs) is one of the clearest patterns we find. TEs of all kinds are consistently 

underrepresented in open chromatin (Figure 2A), and there is also a clear signal of increased 

depletion of TEs towards the summit of ATAC-seq peaks (Figure 2C, Figure 3C). Furthermore, 

most abundant superfamilies are also significantly depleted in TE-CREs (Figure 2G), though that 

fact should not be overinterpreted: It may be that negative selection is relaxed for TEs not 

carrying sequences that function as a CREs or easily mutate into a CRE. Second, we identify clear 

tissue differences in TE-CREs evolution, with the brain having both absolute and proportionally 

fewer TE-CREs compared to the liver (Figure 2). One explanation for this could be stronger 

purifying selection on brain gene regulation than liver gene regulation (Wang et al. 2020). More 

interestingly, we also found that highly brain biassed TFBS were very scarce in TEs in general 

(Figure 6F). Based on this observation we hypothesise that the TE sequences themselves are 

under strong selection not to contain TF binding sites that can interrupt critical functions. In fact, 

differences in numbers of TE-CREs found between tissues (absolute and proportion) (Figure 2) 

could therefore, at least partially, reflect that evolutionary successful TEs have sequences with 

fewer brain TFBS motifs.  

We also find striking differences in which regions of the TE consensuses that are conserved in 

many copies in the genome and contribute to the TE-CRE landscape. Among the ‘superspreaders’, 

the majority of TEs showed the tendency that only smaller regions of the consensus were 

commonly found in accessible chromatin (Figure 5). Such seemingly ‘non-random’ conservation 

of only smaller regions of TE could be a signature of differential purifying selection (i.e. 

conservation). However, it is difficult to distinguish this scenario from a scenario where a TE has 

undergone erosion during its history of propagation, for example by having some members of the 

subfamily becoming truncated and non-autonomous. 

 

Methods 

TE annotation 

The TE library (ssal_repeats_v5.1) used to annotate TEs in this study is described in detail in 

(Richard Minkley 2018). To generate a TE annotation of the salmon genome (ICSASG v2 

assembly) we used RepeatMasker version 4.1.2-p1 (Smit et al. 2015) (Smit, Hubley, &#38; Green 

2013) under default settings with the ssal_repeats_v5.1 library. RepeatMasker takes a library of 

TE consensus sequences and detects whole and fragmented parts of these consensuses across the 

genome using a BLAST-like algorithm. The output file contains the genomic coordinates of the 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10009882&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=6113013&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13216495&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13194017&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13194017&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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annotation, and various quality measures such as completeness, and divergence from consensus. 

The latter measure was used to estimate relative ages of TE activity. TE superfamilies were 

assigned a three letter tag based on the classifications from Figure 1 in (Wicker et al. 2007). 

Where there was no obvious categorisation, a literature review was conducted to determine the 

taxonomic status of a superfamily, and a new tag name introduced based on available letters (so 

e.g., Nimb is here called RIN as a superfamily of LINE elements).  

Manual curation of specific TE subfamilies was done following an adapted version of Goubert et 

al’s process (Goubert et al. 2022), under inspiration from Suh (Suh et al. 2018): Using BLASTn 

(Camacho et al. 2009), we aligned each transposable element consensus to the genome, extracted 

the twenty best matches and extended them by 2000bp upstream and downstream. We checked 

the extended matches against the RepBase (Bao et al. 2015) database using BLASTn and xBLAST 

with standard settings, before we aligned them using MAFFT’s ‘einsi’ variant (Katoh and Toh 

2008). Then, we inspected these alignments for structural features in BioEdit (Hall 1999) and, if 

conservation across the sequence was deemed interesting, in JalView (Waterhouse et al. 2009). 

In addition, we ran the TEAid package (Goubert 2021) on each consensus to help guide curation 

efforts and check each consensus according to its annotation profile and self-alignment. This 

helped screen for technical noise such as microsatellite sequences near sites of local annotation 

enrichment. If the annotating consensus was deemed to be incomplete (e.g., if parts of the 

extended sequence aligned well outside of the consensus), we used Advanced Consensus 

Generator (HIV sequence database 2018) to generate a new consensus from the best of the 

extracted alignments for classification.  

Measuring TE consensus pileups and ATAC-seq coverage 

We produced pileup figures for each TE consensus by using GenomicRanges R package (Lawrence 

et al. 2013; R Core Team 2022), splitting the base consensus into 1bp tiles using the “tiles” 

function before counting the numbers of overlaps with the annotation coordinate information for 

that consensus from RepeatMasker output. The same procedure was followed with both motifs 

and regions of open chromatin, except that there we first found overlap with (parts of) annotated 

fragments. Edge cases (such as non-matching annotation lengths and fragment length) were 

handled by setting the bp coordinate furthest upstream of the actual insertion as the start of the 

TE fragment, corrected for strandedness or filtered out. 

 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=44535&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=12753817&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=8628089&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=162385&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1019464&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1242483&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1242483&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13225262&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=67944&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13225275&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13225284&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=790825,13569890&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=790825,13569890&pre=&pre=&suf=&suf=&sa=0,0
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ATAC-seq peak calling 

To annotate regions of accessible chromatin we used ATAC-seq data from four brains and livers 

from Atlantic salmon (ENA project number PRJEB38052). The ATAC-seq reads were mapped to 

the salmon genome assembly (ICSASG v2, refseq ID: GCF_000233375.1) using BWA-MEM. 

Genrich v.06 (https://github.com/jsh58/Genrich) was then used to call open chromatin regions 

(also referred to as ‘peaks’)  with default parameters, apart from ‘-m 20 -j' (minimum mapping 

quality 20; ATAC-Seq mode). Genrich uses all four replicates to generate peaks, resulting in one 

set of peaks for each tissue. The summit of each peak is identified as the midpoint of the peak 

interval with highest significance. 

 

TE-CRE definition 

To define TE-CREs we combined the ATAC-seq peak set with our TE annotations and classified an 

ATAC-seq peak as a TE-CRE if the peak summit is inside a TE-annotation. TE-CREs were defined 

as shared between tissues if (i) the brain ATAC-seq peak summit was within the liver ATAC-seq 

peak interval and (ii) both the liver and brain peak summits are inside the same TE annotation. 

 

Defining genomic context 

Based on the NCBI gene annotation (refseq ID: GCF_000233375.1), each part of the genome was 

assigned as promoter, exon, intron or intergenic. Slightly different method used for Figure 1D and 

for the TE-CREs. For Figure 1D the promoter was defined as 1000 bp upstream to 200 bp 

downstream of each transcription start site (TSS). Gene annotations can overlap, e.g. because of 

multiple transcript isoforms, so overlapping annotations were merged by prioritising promoter 

> exon > intron > intergenic. For TE-CREs (Figure 2E and 3C-F) each peak was classified as 

promoter if the summit is less than 500bp upstream or downstream from start of gene (i.e. first 

TSS per gene) or intergenic if summit is more than 500bp from any gene (exon and intron TE-

CREs are not specifically mentioned). 

 

Identification of TE subfamilies enriched in open chromatin 

To identify TE subfamilies which had contributed more to TE-CREs than expected by chance we 

counted the number of ATAC-seq peak summits that are inside an annotated TE for each 

https://github.com/jsh58/Genrich
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subfamily and compare that with the total number of bases covered by that TE subfamily genome 

wide. The enrichment value for each subfamily was calculated as the proportion of summits in 

TEs divided by the proportion of basepairs in the genome that is annotated as TE. Subfamilies 

with less than 500 insertions were excluded. We defined TE subfamilies enriched in open 

chromatin as those containing more ATAC-seq peak summits than chance (binomial, p<0.05), 

either in the ATAC-seq peak set from liver, brain, or in both tissues. 

 

Estimating evolutionary timing of TE activity 

To determine when a TE subfamily was active we use the sequence divergence between 

insertions, assuming that all new insertions are identical after a burst of activity. There are 

multiple ways to do this. The easiest is to use the divergence from consensus for each insertion 

as is reported by the RepeatMasker software (Smit et al. 2015). We also attempted an alternative 

approach that compares each insertion with the five most similar copies. This involved extracting 

the sequences of all insertions in each subfamily using BEDTools getfasta (Quinlan and Hall 2010), 

and using BLASTn (Camacho et al. 2009) with gap costs of 5/2 to blast all against all to identify 

the five closest matches and taking the mean of sequence identity between them. Since we were 

interested in whether the TEs were active before or after the salmonid whole genome duplication 

(WGD) we could use the fact that insertions prior to WGD would have been copied by the WGD 

while those inserted after will not. By aligning the duplicate genomic regions we got an estimate 

of how often we observe a WGD derived copy of the TE insertions (Figure 4A). Based on this we 

determined that the Repeatmasker software output produced the most accurate estimates of the 

distributions of subfamily-copy similarity. 

 

Transcription factor binding and footprinting  

We annotated transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) in two different ways. First, we used FIMO 

(Grant et al. 2011) on the whole genome with the JASPAR CORE vertebrates non-redundant motif 

database (https://jaspar.genereg.net). Secondly, we used the TOBIAS software, which uses a 

FIMO-like TFBS scan but also integrate  ATAC-seq data to detect signals of local TF occupancy (i.e. 

a sudden, local drop in chromatin accessibility) and assigns each TFBS motif a “bound” or “not 

bound” status. We used the TOBIAS software to estimate a single genome wide TF binding score 

for each TFBS in liver and brain tissues (Bentsen et al. 2020). 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13216495&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=48789&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=162385&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=1006363&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://jaspar.genereg.net/
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=9542969&pre=&suf=&sa=0
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Testing TE-TFBS enrichment 

For each TE subfamily we counted the number of overlaps between each jaspar-TFBS motif (i.e. 

the entire motif within the annotated TE) and calculated these numbers for TFBSs “bound” by TFs 

and those “ not bound” by TFs as according to the TOBIAS software (Bentsen et al. 2020) results. 

We then did the same counting for all TFBS instances outside the particular TE subfamily in 

question, and used this 2*2 contingency table (Table 1) in a Fisher exact test in R using the 

fisher.test() function in R (R Core Team 2022).  

Table 1. Example of a 2*2 contingency table for fisher exact tests for TFBS-TE associations. 

 TE subfamily All other genomic positions 

Not bound TFBS x y 

Bound TFBS z w 

 

Genomic alignments of duplicated genomic regions 

To estimate if TEs deposited TE-CREs prior to or after the WGD we produced gene-centric genome 

alignments including flanking regions (100,000 bp upstream and downstream of gene) between 

duplicated genes in the Atlantic salmon genome (ICSASG_v2 assembly and NCBI refseq 

annotation). The identification of duplicated gene pairs from the salmonid WGD were carried out 

using a combination of orthology-predictions, synteny analyses, and ortholog  gene tree parsing 

and filtering (https://gitlab.com/sandve-lab/salmonid_synteny). Alignments of genomic 

duplicated regions was done by running Cactus whole genome aligner (Armstrong et al. 2020) on 

the genes in each orthogroup including 100,000 bp flanking sequence. Finally, annotations of TE-

CREs were used to identify if each TE-CREs had an alignment across duplicated genomic regions 

and if this alignment overlapped an annotation of the same TE subfamily in both duplicates. 

 

Visualisations and code 

We produced plots using base R’s (R Core Team 2022) plot function, as well as the packages 

ggplot2 (Wickham 2016) and cowplot. Both the Tidyverse (Wickham et al. 2019) and data.table 

(Dowle and Srinivasan 2021) packages were used for analysis, summary statistics and data 

management. Scripts available at GitLab repo: https://gitlab.com/sandve-lab/TE-CRE 

https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=9542969&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13569890&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://gitlab.com/sandve-lab/salmonid_synteny
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=10010599&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13569890&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13569901&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=7839114&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://sciwheel.com/work/citation?ids=13570008&pre=&suf=&sa=0
https://gitlab.com/sandve-lab/TE-CRE
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Supplementary material 

Table S1: Curation notes and classification. Every “superspreader” subfamily has been inspected 

manually as per the procedure in Materials and Methods.  ‘Consensus’ is the ID of the annotating 

consensus in question, ‘Machine’ is the automatic classification, ‘tag’ is the post-curation three-letter 

ID, and ‘len’ is the estimated length of alignment. If ‘len’ is empty, it is because the length of the 

alignment is not easily found, typically because the curation alignment is rather fragmented. 

consensus Machine Note tag len 

Ssa_0015 DNA Non-autonomous DTX 79 

Ssa_0018 DNA Non-autonomous DTA 879 
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Ssa_0020 DNA Non-autonomous DTT 458 

Ssa_0021 DNA Non-autonomous DTA 142 

Ssa_0022 DNA Non-autonomous DTT 142 

Ssa_0035 DNA  DTX 768 

Ssa_0044 DNA  DTB 1449 

Ssa_0062 DNA/CMC-

EnSpm 

No signal DTX  

Ssa_0070 DNA/Ginger No signal DTX  

Ssa_0090 DNA/hAT Autonomous DTA 3150 

Ssa_0102 DNA/hAT Non-autonomous DTA 2886 

Ssa_0105 DNA/hAT Non-autonomous DTA 486 

Ssa_0108 DNA/hAT Autonomous DTA 2880 

Ssa_0120 DNA/hAT  DTT 3361 

Ssa_0134 DNA/hAT  DTA 1215 

Ssa_0135 DNA/hAT  DTA 1408 

Ssa_0142 DNA/hAT  DTT 372 

Ssa_0144 DNA/hAT  DTA 2141 

Ssa_0147 DNA/hAT Maybe autonomous DTT 1587 

Ssa_0152 DNA/hAT  DTT 1233 

Ssa_0156 DNA/hAT Non-autonomous DTA 814 
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Ssa_0165 DNA/hAT Autonomous DTA 1734 

Ssa_0175 DNA/hAT Non-autonomous DTA 864 

Ssa_0236 DNA/TcMar Maybe autonomous DTT 3617 

Ssa_0262 DNA/PiggyBac Autonomous DTB 3088 

Ssa_0264 DNA/Sola No signal DTX  

Ssa_0341 LINE/L2 Autonomous RIR 3568 

Ssa_0342 LINE/Nimb Autonomous RII 5224 

Ssa_0343 LINE/Nimb Autonomous RII 5227 

Ssa_0344 LINE/Nimb Non-autonomous RII 1540 

Ssa_0345 LINE/Nimb Maybe autonomous RII 5099 

Ssa_0350 LINE/Penelope  RPP 3619 

Ssa_0351 LINE/Penelope  RPP 4068 

Ssa_0357 LINE/Rex1 non-autonomous RIJ 520 

Ssa_0368 LINE/Rex1 Autonomous RIJ 3392 

Ssa_0383 LINE/Togen  RIX 1572 

Ssa_0404 LTR/BEL  RLB 14638 

Ssa_0412 LTR/Copia Maybe autonomous RLC 4799 

Ssa_0425 LTR/ERV1  RLE 16871 

Ssa_0449 LTR/Gypsy  RLG  



27 

Ssa_0456 LTR/Gypsy  RLG  

Ssa_0458 LTR/Gypsy  RLG  

Ssa_0475 LTR/Gypsy  RLG  

Ssa_0479 LTR/Gypsy  RLG  

Ssa_0480 SINE/Deu  RSD  

Ssa_0497 SINE2/tRNA  RST  

Ssa_0498 SINE2/tRNA  RST  

Ssa_0552 LTR  RLG  

Ssa_0630 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0643 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0657 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0658 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0662 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0664 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0668 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0669 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0670 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0672 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0684 DNA  DTX  
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Ssa_0685 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0686 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0693 DNA  DTT  

Ssa_0696 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0701 DNA  DTX  

Ssa_0727 DNA/hAT  DTA  

Ssa_0776 DNA/PiggyBac  DTB  

Ssa_0796 LINE/CR1  RIC  

Ssa_0844 LINE/Nimb  RIN  

Ssa_0845 LINE/Nimb  RIN  

Ssa_0846 LINE/Nimb  RLG  

Ssa_0849 LINE/Nimb  RIN  

Ssa_0872 LINE/Rex1  RIJ  

Ssa_0875 LINE/RTEX  RIT  

Ssa_0907 LTR/ERV  RLE  

Ssa_0934 LTR/Gypsy  RLG  

Ssa_0958 LTR/Gypsy  RLG  

Ssa_0959 LTR/Gypsy  RLG  

Ssa_0972 Unknown Satellite noise XXX  



29 

Ssa_1131 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1137 Unknown Satellite noise XXX  

Ssa_1146 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1153 Unknown  DTX  

Ssa_1159 Unknown  RXX  

Ssa_1161 Unknown no DTX 637 

Ssa_1169 Unknown no DTX 155 

Ssa_1174 Unknown no DTX 175 

Ssa_1175 Unknown maybe RLX 1385 

Ssa_1181 Unknown maybe XXX 1637 

Ssa_1183 Unknown no RIX 537 

Ssa_1184 Unknown no DTX 400 

Ssa_1185 Unknown no DXX 441 

Ssa_1186 Unknown no DTX 508 

Ssa_1206 Unknown maybe XXX  

Ssa_1211 Unknown  XXX 153 

Ssa_1218 Unknown  RIX 853 

Ssa_1239 Unknown  DTA 167 

Ssa_1246 Unknown  RXX  
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Ssa_1250 Unknown  RLX 1006 

Ssa_1258 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1259 Unknown  RIX 568 

Ssa_1263 Unknown  RXX 181 

Ssa_1270 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1282 Unknown  RIX 1348 

Ssa_1301 Unknown  RII  

Ssa_1305 Unknown  DTT  

Ssa_1327 Unknown  DTX  

Ssa_1345 Unknown  DXX 536 

Ssa_1354 Unknown  RXX 502 

Ssa_1367 Unknown  DTX 128 

Ssa_1379 Unknown cryptic XXX 1755 

Ssa_1381 Unknown cryptic XXX  

Ssa_1382 Unknown Interesting CA-motif ca 

400bp 

DTT 1428 

Ssa_1385 Unknown  RXX 213 

Ssa_1388 Unknown  RXX 262 

Ssa_1395 Unknown  DTX 128 

Ssa_1396 Unknown  XXX 779 
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Ssa_1397 Unknown  XXX 470 

Ssa_1399 Unknown  RLX 1457 

Ssa_1402 Unknown  DTX 620 

Ssa_1403 Unknown  RXX 513 

Ssa_1418 Unknown  RXX 424 

Ssa_1419 Unknown  RXX 374 

Ssa_1420 Unknown  RXX 834 

Ssa_1421 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1423 Unknown  XXX 693 

Ssa_1426 Unknown  DTX 615 

Ssa_1427 Unknown not autonomous RXX 251 

Ssa_1429 Unknown not autonomous XXX 497 

Ssa_1430 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1431 Unknown  DTT 941 

Ssa_1432 Unknown  DTX 1013 

Ssa_1433 Unknown not autonomous DTX 494 

Ssa_1436 Unknown not autonomous DTX 804 

Ssa_1437 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1439 Unknown  XXX  
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Ssa_1446 Unknown not autonomous DTX 185 

Ssa_1456 Unknown  XXX 393 

Ssa_1471 Unknown  NOT TE  

Ssa_1507 Unknown  RXX 1493 

Ssa_1523 Unknown not autonomous RXX 510 

Ssa_1524 Unknown  RXX 1224 

Ssa_1570 Unknown  RXX  

Ssa_1574 Unknown not autonomous RIX 758 

Ssa_1575 Unknown not autonomous DTT 745 

Ssa_1584 Unknown  DTX  

Ssa_1603 Unknown not autonomous RXX 855 

Ssa_1631 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1647 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1657 Unknown No signal XXX  

Ssa_1674 Unknown not autonomous DXX 124 

Ssa_1681 Unknown No signal XXX  

Ssa_1682 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1683 Unknown not autonomous DTX 114 

Ssa_1684 Unknown  XXX 351 
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Ssa_1699 Unknown not autonomous XXX 137 

Ssa_1751 Unknown  RLG 1349 

Ssa_1778 Unknown No signal XXX  

Ssa_1781 Unknown No signal XXX  

Ssa_1782 Unknown not autonomous DTX 145 

Ssa_1784 Unknown needs new consensus DTX 192 

Ssa_1807 Unknown  RIX  

Ssa_1825 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1833 Unknown  XXX 806 

Ssa_1839 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1850 Unknown  DTT 987 

Ssa_1899 Unknown not autonomous DTX  

Ssa_1901 Unknown no RIX small 

Ssa_1925 Unknown no RLX 92 

Ssa_1959 Unknown  XXX  

Ssa_1973 Unknown  DTB 785 

Ssa_1976 Unknown maybe RLX 1313 

Ssa_1978 Unknown  DTT 872 

Ssa_1983 Unknown maybe DTX 1250 
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Ssa_1984 Unknown no DTX 191 

Ssa_1985 Unknown no DTT 1011 

Ssa_1990 Unknown no DTX 839 

Ssa_2003 Unknown  RXX  

Ssa_2004 Unknown maybe RSX  
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INTRODUCTION 

Genomic structural variants (SVs) are defined as differences in the genome structure larger than 

50 base pairs (bps), encompassing deletions, insertions, inversions and duplications (Mahmoud 

et al. 2019). SVs are common in the genome, affecting many times more base pairs than single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (Kosugi et al. 2019), and may have significant phenotypic 

consequences, e.g. by impacting gene regulation and gene copy number variation (Henkel et al. 

2019; Jeffares et al. 2017; Perry et al. 2007). SVs are also shown to contribute substantially to 

speciation (Zhang et al. 2021) and local adaptation (Wellenreuther et al. 2019). Despite their 

potentially large impart on trait variation, the SV landscape are not well characterized in many 

species.  

 

One common source of SVs is repetitive DNA (Garrido-Ramos 2017; Miga 2019; Riethman 2008; 

Tørresen et al. 2019), typically constituting 50-90% of eukaryote genomes (de Koning et al. 

2011; Garrido-Ramos 2017; Liu et al. 2019; Mehrotra & Goyal 2014; Platt et al. 2016). There 

are two main categories of repetitive DNA: tandem repeats (TRs) and transposable elements 

(TEs). TRs are defined as adjacently repeated stretches of DNA with the length of the repeated 

unit (array size) and sequence composition varying widely (Benson 1999; Lu et al. 2021; 

Sulovari et al. 2019). A common class of TRs is satellite DNA (satDNA), which are large arrays 

(here defined as at least 10 000bps) of repeated DNA motifs, typically enriched around 

telomeric and centromeric regions playing important roles in cell division-related processes 

such as recombination and cytokinesis (Garrido-Ramos 2017). For the purposes of this text, 

satDNA are large, contiguous regions of highly repetitive DNA whereas TRs include phenomena 

such as local duplications and incomplete motifs. TRs are believed to give rise to SVs in different 

ways, including polymerase slipping (Pearson et al. 2005; Raz et al. 2019), tandem duplication 

(Farnoud et al. 2019) and template switching (Course et al. 2020). The second main class of 

repetitive DNA, TEs, are mobile, self-replicating elements present in all eukaryotic genomes 



(Bourque et al. 2018). They span from dozens to thousands of bps in size and replicate through 

either copy-paste (type 1: retrotransposon) or cut-and-paste (type 2: DNA transposon) 

mechanisms. The role of TEs in generating SV is mostly linked to their transposition activity, 

resulting in insertion and deletion variation (Mun et al. 2021). Scattered and highly similar TE-

copies can also result in ectopic recombination giving rise to inversions or translocations (Kent 

et al. 2017).  

 

Traditionally, genome wide detection of SVs has relied mainly on the analysis of short-read 

sequencing data, having clear limitations especially for detecting longer inversions and 

insertions (Bertolotti et al. 2020; Mahmoud et al. 2019). With the introduction of long-read 

sequencing technologies, the ability to detect SVs has improved drastically, both in terms of 

sensitivity and precision (Mahmoud et al. 2019; Sedlazeck et al. 2018). Numerous studies 

involving such technology have detected ten to hundreds of thousands of novel SVs at a wide 

size range (Alonge et al. 2020; Beyter et al. 2021; Chawla et al. 2021; Kou et al. 2020; Liu et al. 

2020; Weissensteiner et al. 2020). As SVs are widespread in repeat dense regions in which long 

reads increase the quality (Logsdon et al. 2020; Murigneux et al. 2020), the increase in SV-

detection efficiency seems especially pertinent for studying such regions (Weckselblatt & Rudd 

2015).   

 

The Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) is an economic and culturally important species distributed in 

the North Atlantic Ocean. The ancestor of salmonid fishes underwent a whole genome 

duplication 90-120 Mya (Gundappa et al. 2021; Macqueen & Johnston 2014) which generated 

increased functional redundancy coinciding with a burst of TE-activity (Lien et al. 2016). 

Compared to other vertebrates, salmonid genomes are highly repetitive with an estimated 

repeat content of around 58-60% (McCluskey & Postlethwait 2015), from which ~65% of the 

repeats have a clear TE origin (Lien et al. 2016) However, it is important to note that satellites 

and tandem repeats have so far not been characterized in a long-read Atlantic Salmon genome 

assembly, which is known to have a better representation of these classes of repetitive DNA. 

Recently, short-read sequencing data was used to study the SV landscape across 493 wild and 

farmed Atlantic salmon. Among ~165,000 SVs identified, only about 9% (15,483) were 

classified as high confidence SVs (Bertolotti et al. 2020), highlighting the need for long-read 

sequencing approaches to portray the landscape of SVs in the duplicated Atlantic salmon 

genome.  

In this study, we aim to address the shortcomings of short-read sequencing technologies by 

utilising nanopore long-read sequencing methods to characterise the repeat landscape in 



Atlantic salmon sampled across the three phylogeographic groups in Europe. We describe the 

genome wide distribution of SVs and explore the role of genome duplication and a complex 

repeat landscape in the evolution of SVs.  

 

RESULTS 

Assembly 

To characterise the landscape of SVs and repeat content in the Atlantic salmon genome(Salmo 

salar), we first constructed a chromosome-level reference genome using Oxford Nanopore 

sequencing technology (ONT) and the Flye (Kolmogorov et al. 2019) genome assembler. This 

resulted in 4,222 contigs with a N50 of more than 28 Mbp (Table 1). The draft assembly was 

error polished using Illumina short-reads and scaffolded into chromosome sequences using Hi-

C (Ssal_v3.1; GCA_905237065.2). Compared to the previous Atlantic salmon reference genome 

(ICSASG_v2), based on sanger sequencing and Illumina short-reads, the assembly contiguity as 

measured by contig N50 increased over 450-fold (Table 1). The number of contigs was reduced 

from 965,912 to 4,222. Gene completeness as measured by BUSCO also increased slightly from 

92.3 % to 95.7 % (Table 1.).  

 

 

Table 1. Assembly metrics for the first public Atlantic salmon genome reference 

(ICSASG_V2, GCA_000233375.4) and the new long-read based genome reference (Ssa_v3.1, 

GCA_905237065.2). 

Assembly  Total length  

(Gbp)  

Chromosomes anchored 

(Gbp)  

Contigs Contig N50 

(Mbp)  

BUSCO  

(%)  

ICSASG_v2 3.06  2.08 965 912 0.04  92.3  

Ssal_v3.1  2.76 2.50 4 222 28.06 95.7  

 

 

Furthermore, the ICSASG_v2 suffered from high proportion of contigs not assigned to 

chromosomes. Although the new assembly had less sequence in total, it contained 420 Mbp 

more sequence anchored to chromosomes (Table 1).  

 

The structural variation landscape across European Atlantic salmon 

To characterise the SV-landscape in Atlantic Salmon of European origin. We generated ONT 

sequence data for six wild Atlantic salmon, representing the three phylogeographic groups in 

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/GCA_000233375.4
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/GCA_905237065.2


Europe (Atlantic, Barents/White Sea and Baltic) (Fig 1 A). The mean read depth for the samples 

ranged between 16-42x genome coverage (Table S1). By long read based SV calling, we 

identified a total of 717,234 SVs, A PCA on the SV dataset confirmed the expected 

phylogeographic relatedness between these samples (Fig 1B). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Long read genome assemblies and structural variation. A) Sampling sites of seven long-read sequences 

Atlantic salmon samples used for SV detection, including the sample (AQGE) used for construction reference genome 



sequence (Ssal_v3.1). B) PCA plot of shared SVs. C) Number of SVs plotted per read depth. SV size distribution for four SV 

classes D) Number of SVs by class and uniqueness E) histogram up to 2kbp and D) boxplot on log10-scale.  

 

The number of SVs per fish ranged 1.8-fold, from 128,369 to 234,822 (Fig 1C), and weakly 

correlates (spearman 0.32) with sequencing coverage. Among all SVs, deletions (59,9 %, n = 

429,556) and insertions (39,7 %, n = 284,894) made up the majority of the entries, with 

duplications (0,2 % n = 1,571) and inversions (0,2 %, n = 1,213) contributing modestly to the 

total SV landscape. The majority (69%) of all SVs were unique to one sample, with the 

proportion unique and shared SV varying between SV types (Fig 1D). Deletions, insertions and 

duplications had substantially higher proportion unique SVs, while the inversion variants were 

about the same proportion unique and shared (Fig 1D/E).   

 

The SV length distributions also varied considerably between classes of SVs (Fig 1E and F). 

Duplications and inversions had median lengths of 3,960bp and 5,019bp, while the median 

insertions and deletions were 120bp and 1150bp, respectively. We found a distinct peak near 

1,400 bp for insertions and deletions (Fig1E) (Bertolotti et al. 2020; Lien et al. 2016).  

 

Contribution of genomic repeats to the SV-landscape 

To further investigate the relationship between SVs and repetitive DNA, we first preformed both 

transposable element- and tandem repeat annotation of the Ssal_v3.1 genome reference 

(GCA_905237065.2). The total repeat content (TRs and TEs) of the genome was 60-70%. TEs 

made up 40.61%, with the largest TE group being Tc1-mariner elements (see Table S2). Apart 

from Tc1-mariner elements (11,6% of bps in the genome), there is a relatively large number of 

unclassified DNA transposons (5,8%), and LINE–Jockey-like elements (8,3%), a superfamily 

previously reported mainly in arthropods (Tambones et al. 2019).  TE-families were unevenly 

distributed in divergence from annotating consensus (Figure 2C), and annotation was heavily 

fragmented (Figure 2B). 

Using two different approaches for annotating tandem repeats, we estimated the satellite DNA 

content to be 20,2% and total tandem repeat content 34% of the genome; the difference is likely 

made up of shorter arrays of less-prevalent repeats, as well as local duplications. Both 

categories of non-TE repeat content were consistently enriched near the telomeres (Figure 2D). 

No other variable seemed relevant for predicting the genome distribution of TRs. 

 



 

 

Figure 2: Summary of the repeat annotation. A) Distributions of different superfamilies of TEs by number of 

insertions and base-pair proportion. B) Divergence from applied consensus per superfamily. The greater the divergence, 

the greater the estimated age of a given insertion. C) How intact the consensuses are in the annotated insertions. The 

relatively fragmented nature of the TEs is partially a sign of sequence length inflation in the TE library and partially a 

simple consequence of RepeatMasker’s annotation algorithm, which tends to break up insertions into smaller, proximate 

‘chunks’. D) The number of discrete tandem repeat arrays per million base pairs from the nearest telomere, both active 

and ancestral. The satDNA annotation has a greater number of discrete arrays altogether. There is a general tendency 

for repetitive DNA to accumulate around the telomeres, in accordance with expectations. E) Array lengths according to 

annotations. The somewhat more conservative SAT annotation tends a little longer and a little more consistent, but most 

arrays are relatively small. 

 

Next, we examined the overlap between SVs and different categories of repeat. TEs as a general 

category were found to be somewhat underrepresented in indels and inversions (Table 2). 

However, some families were notably enriched compared to the mean, in particular sequences 

associated with the peak identified in Figure 1C. This element bears close resemblance to a 

previously reported active PiggyBac-like transposon (Bertolotti et al. 2020; Lien et al. 2016). 

The element has clear sequence similarity to the EF685967.1 element (de Boer et al. 2007)(19% 

of deletions in this size range matched with >99% identity over their full length) and was 

masked by three similarly overlapping consensus sequences.  Additionally, one LINE family 

showing sequence similarity to the Keno-1_SSa element was mildly overrepresented in 



deletions compared to its genomic average, and an unclassified TE was overrepresented in 

duplications. 

For TRs the pattern was reversed, with higher proportions of TRs compared to the genomic 

average (Table 2). The proportion of SVs overlapping TRs was substantially higher than the 

proportion of SV base-pair content overlapping TRs, indicating that a large proportion of 

smaller SVs correlates with variation in TRs. This was not detected in either TEs or satDNA 

more specifically. The fraction of total base pair overlap between deletions and satDNA has 

increased from 14,3 % in the previous Atlantic salmon SV annotation (Bertolotti et al. 2020) to 

37 % here. TR and satDNA density increased towards both historic (i.e. telomeres belonging to 

chromosomes which have since merged with others and no longer act as telomeres in cell 

division) and presently active telomeres, whereas TE density was reduced in these regions 

(Figure 3a). Indeed, proximity to telomeres appears to be the main predictor of both TR density 

and TR-SV overlap (Figure 3b). Interestingly, this also holds for historic telomeres.  

 

Table 2: Proportion of overlap between SVs and repeat DNA annotations. Numbers in parenthesis are fraction of 

total bases in each SV-type overlapping repeat DNA. As insertions are single genomic coordinates, the proportion of 

annotations and proportions of bases are the same. 

Repeat 

DNA 

classes 

Deletions Insertions Inversions 
 

Duplications 

Total 

genome 

portion 

Tandem 

repeats 
0.83 (0.52) 0.77* 0.13 (0.38) 0.51 (0.27) 0.34 

Satellite 

DNA 
0.48 (0.37) 0.36* 0.35 (0.31) 0.24 (0.22) 0.18 

Transposab

le elements 
0.19 (0.19) 0.19* 0.45 (0.36) 0.41 (0.41) 0.40 

 



  

 

 

Figure 3.  Genomic positioning of repeats A) The distribution of aggregated TE annotations, insertions and deletions 

and detected TRF output on chromosome 1 of the assembly. Each bin represents the proportion of the whole category 

within 500000bps. The ancestral telomere from around 105Mb to around 120Mb is enriched in both indels and TRs but 

depleted for TEs. B) Average number of base-pairs of TR/SV-overlap per Mb depending on distance from telomeres. 

TR/SV-overlap accumulates around both historic and current telomeres. 

TRs and SVs are enriched in telomeric regions 

A recent study found overrepresentation of TRs in telomeric regions of the human genome 

(Beyter et al. 2021) The intricate structure of salmonid chromosomes following whole genome 

duplication makes the Atlantic salmon TR landscape particularly interesting as it allows one to 

examine the fate of repeat-dense regions such as centromeres and telomeres after 

rediploidisation. In order to investigate the potential effects of overlaps between TRs and SVs on 

rediploidisation, we plotted positions of both TRs and SVs in the chromosome sequences. Figure 

4 shows the duplicated nature of the genome with homeologous chromosome arms following 

Ss4R. When we compare the pattern of TRs and SVs (the outer and middle track, respectively), 

we see a similar enrichment of both TRs and SVs in telomeric regions. We also see the same 

pattern for 10  chromosome regions serving as telomeres (historical telomeres) prior to the 

known chromosome fusions in the Atlantic salmon genome (Phillips & Rab 2001). Specifically, 

these fusion points are located on ssa01;119Mbp, ssa09;106Mbp, ssa10;59Mbp, ssa11:59Mbp, 

ssa14:51Mbp, ssa16;59Mbp, ssa17;47Mbp, ssa18;49Mbp, ssa19;32Mbp and ssa20;43Mbp in 

Ssal_v3.1. When comparing Ssal_v3.1 with ICSASG_v2, we see an overrepresentation of TRs and 

SVs (Figure 4, Tracks c. and d.) in chromosome regions in Ssal_v3.1 missing in ICSASG_v2(red 

colour in Figure 4, Track a.), suggesting that large proportion of TRs and SVs were undetectable 

in the ICSASG_v2 assembly. Within the 420Mbp of chromosome sequence added in ssal_v3.1 



there is a 1.23-fold enrichment of satellite elements, but a 0.8-fold depletion in TE derived 

sequences. These regions are also enriched in structural variants, containing 38.5% of structural 

variations in the assembly in regions totalling around 23% of assembly length. There is a 

significant correlation between TRs-count and distance to telomere for the given chromosome 

arm (p-value < 2.2e-16) with an adjusted R-squared of 0.53.  

 

Figure 4. Circos plot links showing homeologous regions in the Atlantic salmon genome. Track a. regions with 

average mapping depth of less than 1 (red) per Mbp between ICSASG_v2 and Ssal_v3.1. Black circles represent the 

centromere position Track b. Sequence similarity between homologous blocks in the genome ranging from 80% (green) to 

100% (red) Track c. SVs per Mbp. Track d. TRs per Mbp.  

 



DISCUSSION 

In this study we generated a new long-read assembly of Atlantic salmon from aquaculture and 

sequenced an additional 6 samples with long-read sequencing technology representing wild 

populations spanning the North-Atlantic distribution (Figure 1A). In total we identified 717,234 

SVs, a massive increase from 15,5k SVs previously reported in Atlantic salmon (Bertolotti et al. 

2020), in line with increased sensitivity of long-read assemblies to detect SVs (Mahmoud et al. 

2019). We found significant variation in number of SVs detected in different assemblies (128k-

235k). The assembly from the Finnish TORN population had much fewer SVs compared to the 

other assemblies (Figure 1C), but this is likely not explained by increased genetic similarity 

between assemblies, but rather technical artifacts. Firstly, the TORN assembly had the lowest 

genomic coverage of all assemblies (17x, Table S1). It is known that Identification of SVs is 

highly dependent on sequencing coverage, and the methods used in this study require >20x 

genomic coverage for efficient SV-detection (Jiang et al. 2021; Sedlazeck et al. 2018). Secondly, 

the TORN individual was base called using an earlier version of the base caller Guppy (Wick et 

al. 2019) compared to the other individuals in this study. As sequence read quality is also 

known to impact SV detection negatively (Jiang et al. 2021), this could also have contributed to 

the low SV count in the TORN individual.  

  

Our new catalogue of SV was overwhelmingly dominated by deletions and insertion (99%, Figure 

1D), which is very similar to what was recently found in Coregonus, another salmonid fish genus 

(Mérot et al. 2022). One of our initial hypotheses was that TE-activity had contributed to the SV 

landscape. Indeed, we find that 19% of SVs overlap TE, but except for the previously described 

Tc1-Mariner expansion in salmonids (Krasnov et al. 2005; Lien et al. 2016), we did not identify 

any large-scale expansions TE-derived SV in Atlantic salmon. This is different from what is found 

in the recent comparison of the young species pair within Coregonus, where several 

retroelements had contributed significantly to the insertion/deletion SV landscape. Also in 

rainbow trout, TEs is reported to have contributed substantially to the SV landscape (Liu et al. 

2021), with recent expansions of Tc1-Mariner elements as well as Gypsy retroelements making 

up a substantial proportion of the SV catalogue. However, the latter study on rainbow trout used 

only short-reads data to call SVs, and this is likely to have biased the SV detection. 

  

The recent developments in long-read sequencing have revolutionized our ability to sequence 

and assemble tandem repeats (Nurk et al. 2022). This is also evident for our new long-read 

Atlantic salmon genome assembly which had increased levels of satellite DNA in the fraction of 

the genome that was unique to the long-read assembly. We find a strong association between SVs 

and tandem repeats, with 83% and 77% of deletion and insertions overlapping TR annotations, 



respectively. This large proportion of SVs that overlap with TRs is much higher than previous 

estimates based on short-read identification of SVs in Atlantic salmon (Bertolotti et al. 2020). This 

highlights the inherent difficulty of assembly, read mapping, and annotation associated with TR 

DNA. Telomeres are typically dense in TR-DNA and could be potent sources of TR-SV (Audano et 

al. 2019; Garrido-Ramos 2017). Indeed, this was also the case in our study were both historic 

(Lien et al. 2016) (telomeres from prior to karyotype shuffling after WGD) and current telomeres 

were particularly enriched in TR-associated SVs (Figure 3B).  

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Genome assembly 

To build the Atlantic salmon reference genome (GCA_905237065.2), we sequenced a male from 

Norwegian aquaculture strain (AquaGen) to approx. 70x genome coverage on a long-read 

Oxford Nanopore PromethION sequencing platform. Long-read library was prepared using the 

SQK-LSK109 kit following the Genomic DNA by ligation protocol (Table S3). Base calling was 

performed with Guppy (Wick et al. 2019) (versions used are listed in Table S3). We made a draft 

assembly with Flye (v2.7 and v2.8) (Kolmogorov et al. 2019) , with different sequence overlaps 

(5, 10, 15, 20 and 30kb) that was combined into one assembly by merging contig ends 

overlapping with at least 20kb. Overlaps were determined by LASTZ alignments (Harris 2007). 

The combined assembly was was polished with long-reads using PEPPER (v 0.0.6) (Shafin et al. 

2021) and Illumina short-reads using pilon (v1.23) (Walker et al. 2014). Hi-C data was used to 

build chromosome sequences juicer pipeline (v1.5.7,(Durand et al. 2016)).  

Long-read based structural variant detection 

The SV detection was based on mapping nanopore long reads from six samples of Atlantic 

salmon of European origin (with a read depth 17-27x) to Ssal_v3.1 using Winnowmap2  v(2.0) 

(Jain et al. 2020) (with the --MD flag). Sam-files were sorted and converted into BAM-files with 

samtools (version 1.3.1) (Li et al. 2009). The SV-detection was performed with three SV-calling 

softwares (Sniffles (Sedlazeck et al. 2018), SVIM (Heller & Vingron 2019) and NanoVar (Tham et 

al. 2020) using with default settings. Only SVs detected by at least two methods were retained. 

The filtered SVs merged with Jasmine (Kirsche et al. 2021). To account for the variable read 

depth between samples when running Sniffles, the minimum number of reads that support a SV 

to be reported (-s) was set to 1/3 of the median read depth, calculated using Mosdepth (version 

0.2.6) (Pedersen & Quinlan 2018). The SVs of type “breakpoint” were removed with custom R 

scripts, and read names were added to preserve insertion sequences in the final VCF. For 



refining the insertion sequences, Iris (Kirsche et al. 2021) was employed. Finally, we merged the 

VCFs across sample with Jasmine (Kirsche et al. 2021) . Custom scripts are available at 

https://github.com/kristinastenlokk/long_read_SV. 

Repeat annotation 

The Atlantic salmon genome is known to be heavily repetitive, and rich in both transposable 

elements and tandem repeats. A good annotation is therefore crucial. We annotated repetitive 

DNA using a library-based method.  

Repeat Masking 

We annotated the repeat content of Ssal_v3.1 in two rounds. First, we produced a library of 

satellite DNA consensus sequences from TAREAN (v 2.3.7) (Novák et al. 2017), a part of the 

RepeatExplorer pipeline (Novák et al. 2013). Next, we merged it with output of Tandem Repeat 

Finder (Benson 1999) filtered to take arrays of at least 10 kb and maximum period size 2 kb 

after a reciprocal RepeatMask run to filter out any redundancy. This was then annotated using 

RepeatMasker (Smit et al. 2015) on default settings and masked again using our TE library.  

A library of TE consensus sequences for Atlantic salmon was already available from the 

ICSASG_v2 assembly (Lien et al. 2016). However, since the long-read-based assembly is likely to 

detect additional TE families, we decided to make a new annotation on the Ssal_v3.1 assembly. 

To this end, we used three de novo pipelines to generate TE libraries: RepeatModeler2 (Flynn et 

al. 2020), REPET’s (Flutre et al. 2011) TEdenovo and PASTEC (Hoede et al. 2014) suites, and a 

merged EDTA/DeepTE method (Bell et al. 2021). Each of these libraries was reciprocally 

BLASTed using BLAST+/2.10.1 (Camacho et al. 2009), masked using RepeatMasker, and 

grouped according to the 80-80-80 rule of thumb (i.e., 80% similarity over 80% of the sequence 

down to at least 80bp) (Wicker et al. 2007). Every extant library entry was compared to the de 

novo libraries and corrected if there was consensus among the automated classifications that 

the sequence was misclassified. In addition, every satellite DNA or “simple repeat” entry was 

removed, and finally well-characterised sequences not present in the previously extant library 

but detected by at least two de novo methods had their most reasonable-looking consensus 

added to the library. 

Finally, in order to cast a somewhat wider net in our search for repetitive DNA, we simply ran 

Tandem Repeat Finder on the assembly, extracted all arrays of more than three complete 

monomers and took those as a separate TR annotation. This means that our SatDNA annotation 

is the product of this earlier two-round masking, whereas the TR annotation is the product of 

another, much simpler method. 

https://github.com/kristinastenlokk/long_read_SV


The assembly has therefore been masked twice: Once for satDNA and simple repeats and then 

specifically for transposable elements. 

Analyses were carried out in R version 4.1.2 using the Tidyverse (v 1.3.1), GenomicRanges (v 

1.44.0), data.table (v 1.14.2), maps (v 3.4.0), cowplot (v 1.1.1),  RColorBrewer (v 1.1-2) and 

ggplot2 (v 3.3.5) packages. The circos plot was constructed using circis (v 0.69.8) (Krzywinski et 

al. 2009). Scripts for repeat analyses mainly available at https://gitlab.com/sandve-

lab/rep_SV_scripts. 
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Figure S1: enrichment of variation and repetitiveness by similarity across ohnologous regions. 



 

Figure S2: Correlation between SV and TR count per mega base by chromosome 

 



 

Figure S3: All TE/SV/indeldistros by binned chromosomes (can be made BIG BIG BIG)  

 

Table S1: Metadata for Atlantic salmon samples sequenced with Nanopore long-read 

technology. The samples represent the phylogeographical groups Atlantic (ATL), Barents/White 

Sea (BWS), Baltic (BAL) and one aquaculture sample (AQU). 

Sample 

ID 

River 

name 

Phylogeographic

al group 

Country Gende

r 

Population 

type 

Lat,  Long Mean 

read 

depth 

AQGE - AQU Norway Male Aquaculture - 70 

GLOP Gloppenelv

a 

ATL Norway Male Anadromous 61.46N, 

6.12E 

26 

ARUN Årungselva ATL Norway Male Anadromous 59.43N, 

10.43E 

22 

ALTA Altaelva BWS Norway Male Anadromous 69.58N, 

23.22E 

26 

TANA Tanaelva BWS Norway Male Anadromous 70.29N, 

28.23E 

22 

FROM River 

Frome 

ATL UK Male Anadromous 50.41N, 

2.05W 

42 



TORN Tornio BAL Finland Male Anadromous 65.49N, 

24.09E 

16 
 

Table S2: Distribution of TEs by family, incl. summaries. E.g. “DNA transposons” is the sum of all 

categorised and uncategorised DNA transposons in the genome. 

TYPE 

NO. 

INSERTIONS BPs 

% OF 

GENOME 

Retroelements 989281 385493162 15,42 

   SINEs 184238 26950020 1,08 

   LINEs 654096 287294018 11,49 

      

R1/LOA/Jockey 486952 207565864 8,30 

      RTE/Bov-B 26139 17346465 0,69 

      L1/CIN4 24902 10906299 0,44 

   LTR elements 150947 71249124 2,85 

      BEL/Pao 758 480521 0,02 

      Gypsy/DIRS1 63674 46459553 1,86 

      Retroviral 6315 1712719 0,07 

DNA transposons 1526496 479546375 19,19 

   hobo-Activator 135832 44458628 1,78 

   Tc1-IS630-Pogo 805085 289286954 11,57 

   PiggyBac 26804 7201568 0,29 

   

Tourist/Harbinger 1652 854835 0,03 

Unclassified 570559 133701458 5,35 

 

Table S3: Sequencing and base calling details. 

Sample 
ID 

Kit Flow cell MinKnow Core 
(first run) 

MinKnow Core 
(last run) 

Guppy (first run) Guppy 
(last run) 

TORN LSK-109 FLO-PRO002 18.08.2 18.08.2 2.2.3 2.2.3 

TANA LSK-109 FLO-PRO002 19.06.9-2 19.06.9-2 3.0.5 3.0.5 



GLOP LSK-109 FLO-PRO002 3.6.8 3.6.8 3.2.10 3.2.10 

ARUN LSK-109 FLO-PRO002 3.6.8 4.0.5 3.2.10 4.0.11 

ALTA LSK-109 FLO-PRO002 4.0.5 4.0.5 4.0.11 4.0.11 

FROM LSK-109 FLO-PRO002 4.0.5 4.0.5 4.0.11 4.0.11 
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